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CLOUDY weather with
likelihood of snow is

the prediction for
night and Sunday.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

iats be passed. Another condiiion
named by Colonel Goethals was that
he be retired from the army, in which

JANURY

2

1914.
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INVESTIGATING MR MURPHY
ew TcorK, Jan. 24.
Attor
Whitman has
an investi
ney
he has served 34 years. '
gation Into' uie txttik accounts of
Charles F. Murphy, leader of 1'am
Washington Not Informed
many Hall, and James E. Caffney,
his political and bnsineus associate,
Washington, Jan. 24. White House
officials stated today that the first inaccording to information that came
timation conveyed to them officially
from the district attorney's office toconcerning the plans of Colonel Geo.
day.
W. Goethals, with respect to the poThe investigation was begun, It is
ARMY OFFICER lice coinmlBslonershipi of New York MEN ACCUSED OF BURNING DOWN understood, iti connection with testi- THEY ARE
DISTINGUISHED
TRAPPED IN AN ALLEY
City, was contained in his letter to
TO BE NEW YORK POLICE
mony before the .ferand jury involving
THE SOUTHWESTERN
MINE
IN CLEVELAND
BY FALLMayor Mitchel. It was said that Colthe alloged exaction of $40,000 from
COMMISSIONER
TIPPLE
ING
WALLS
onel Goethals was given to undera Pittsburgh contractor as the price

GOETIIALS LIKELY

INERS' ARE HELD

WILL ACCEPT

UN DEB MILITARY

posiTior

ORDER

stand informally some time ago that
he
would be made the first governor WRITS
HIM
IRS. ROOSEVELT URGED
of the canal zone. He has not consulted Secretary Garrison or any oth
CALLED ON HIM PERSONALLY IN er official of the administration with MILITIA
PANAMA AND ADVISED HIM
PARE
respect to leaving.
TO TAKE THE JOB
.

REFUSES

THE GOVERNORSHIP

WORKlNQ FOR OMAHA
Lincoln, Neb., Jan. 2i. Secretaries
McAdoo and Houston of the regional WILL
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ENGLAND

MONEY

Jan, 24. A circular dealing
with the financial situation in Mexico
was seat out today- to members of
the London chamber of commerce.
The members are asked: to expresb
their views, "as to whether Great Bri
tain should take steps, in conjunction
with France and Germany, to ask
President Wilson, to ttuta some action
to regularize the financial por.ilii--
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Mexico."
Mexico's default in the pa3'inpnt of
interest on its bonds has aroused considerable feeling in financial cjnarrcis
in London, and it has been suggested
that Sir Edward Grey, the British for

for obtaining a contract for the con
OF HABEAS
CORPUS struction of part ,pf the Catskill aque ESEATBE-GASES
OEACLY
duct.
tellers
of several banks
Receiving
ASKS FOR TIME TO PRE and safe deposit
companies were in ONLY QUICK' ACTION ON THE
ARGUMENTS AGAINST
conference witn ir. Whitman today,
PART OF COMRADES SAVES
and were
,to prepare statements
THEIR ISSUANCE
THEIR LIVES
of the deposits ot the two. men, it is
rilaMon to i'ui
supposed, for r
TEST
ITS
EIGHT grand jury m si
TOTAL- DAMAGE IS
ly.
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eign secretary, might advantageously
initiate negotiations with Berlin and
Paris.
SUGGEST THAT

J

FCSir

BE ADMITTED
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Battleship to Vera Cruz
are ft r:; zz
Philadelphia, Jan.
Ohio left the Philadelphia navy
1
yard today for Vera Cruz. The ship
i . J. 1
has been under assignment, to go to
Mexican waters for some time, but
BLAZE ORIGINATES IN AN AUTO
was delayed because of the breaking COLORADO 1.U i '
SUPPLY COMPANY'S RE.
out of smallpox among the crew on
EXECUT1V - '
u
PAIR PLANT
the recent cruise to Europe.
24.-Th-
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bank reserve committee have arrived
in Lincoln for a hearing with bankers
HE ANNOUNCES TODAY THAT HE
JOINS EDUC ' SON BUREAU
from Lincoln and Omaha, presenting HAS NATIONAL GUARD POWER
" T!'A
,fi , Jan. 24. ProWorcester,
WILL NOT BE EXECUTIVE
TO
IMPRISON PERSONS
AT
arguments on location of the reserve
fessor Samuel P. ;;pen of Clark Uni.. . f
, OF CANAL ZONE
bank. Lincoln's claims as
ITS OWN V0LITI0N7
announced today that he will
versity
city were presented by President P.
accept the appointment tendered to
New
York, Jan. 24. Tf Colonel L. Hail of the Central National bank,
Colo., Jan. 24. Five days him Thursday 'lmht-hTrinidad,
Cleveland,
Secretary of
O., Jan. 24. Thirteen
Indian apt , id ,
- -George W. Goethals should be offered and other business men. Henry W. in which to prepare arguments will the Interior Frankim K. Lane as spec- firemen and one workman were innil
prohibit f 1"'
the position of governor of the canal Yates, president of the Nebraska Na- be asked by the military authorities ialist in high education for the United jured and scores of other
'
persons
1
is, !
zone by President Wilson he will not tional bank, and' others spoke for In district court this afternoon in the States bureau of education. He re- were
CF n LLi EB plus la
endangered by flames, fumes
1 v
Omaha.
t
fully
tiupltiv
accept.
habeas corpus proceedings instituted signs today from the faculty at Clark, and smoke at a fire today in the M.
Al'."i,,i
rt
This is the Interpretation
new
Mayor
By counsel for the United Mine Work and will begin his
duties m Wash- and M. Auto Supply company plant.
1
John Purroy Mitchel placed today on
"iti t i '
ers of America on behalf of Albert ington on February 1.
OF the Uu(
Before the blaze was under control it SHE TAK C" THIS
i "
1i
Colonel Goethal's present attitude to AMERICA BETfER OFF
UxU,
j. '
I ER SIC
R AT
Hill, Robert McGuire and Antonio La
GREET.'
had spread to several adjoining builda
1 r "'1 'i
fi
ward the police commissionership of
aRANTINE
ments, union officials, and James D.
ings. The total damage was 300,OVO.
BOOST FOR F.CADS
i
t r -- ' i ,
this city, which has been tendered
Davis, marshal of Aguilar, now under
At noon firemen had the blaze under
THAN
OTHER
rules
Jan.,?.!.
Washington,
NATIONS
e f
n
Special
I
r
Lj.
him.
New York, Jan. :M. Wi h a rope
nilitary arrest in the county jail. A to expedite taT Burnett
control, but it was still burning fierce?
immigration
i
11,
i
uis ai't(
"If language means anything," said
certificate filed today by Sheriff J.
about her waist Miss Mar r t Wil
bill, fixing' a hiervv t st, and the ly.!
th mayor, "Colonel Goethals will he- - SECRETARY
S. Grisham, who is also cited In the
side
01 uie White
son
climbed
the
up
The
fire
a
mm
from
started
"Z
REDFIELD
gasoline
TALKS
t0 aid to
Shackleford bill for
1
5l!M
1l ion
come police commissioner of New
t
case, sots forth that he Is holding state road
utile t )
tr liner MajtVlc at ,
ABOUT THE PERIOD OF TRADE
"
were reported torch being used by Frank Hall, who
construction,
ti h
'I
l
tana
r
'
by
York City provided two conditions
of
!n Ji
the four men under instructions
d ly to gu ft her ti H i
DEPRESSION
today hy the l.'iuse r lie-- , ommtttee. was seriously burned.
i 1 1
i
ei
t
which he, imposed are fulfilled. I ex!
General Chase.
,
h
hu
'
Three women were overcome by tuintd from pbrotd
An
will be '1, u fir action
1
pect these conditions to be realized."
The certificate of the military au on attempt
s M ut,ai( t I) I'
smoke and carried from the Hotel I ran is I
'am
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 21. An opthe
lull
rale
Immigration
early
cn
The mayor added "that If occasion
towhich
will
oe
filed
late
revenue
t
iy on the
Norman, adjoining the plant. Guests j went down the
timistic view of business was the thorities,
next week.
o f.
1,1'
demanded he would go to Washing
men are being
the
states
1
that
1
Manila
day,
v
i'
hu
cutter
hotc-y
of
the Colonial
1'p
were compelled
,i" t s
ton to see President Wilson concern keynote of a speech Secretary
held in pursuance of the governor's
tone the '1
r of ti" 1 rt 'l i
10 leave the building.
made
before
the
chamber
today
i ti
to manitain peace.
ing Colonel Goethals, and that he ex of commerce.
the time and tbe
Twenty firemen were trapped in an sea was roe .11
He praised American instructions
1
I
SUFFRAGISTS
'
and Davis are
El
pected, at any rate, to get In touch. manufacturers for their
McGuire,
hi r ? u '
v
Hill,
01
and
cut
fallrope
their
J
alloy
off
escape
by
ready read
with the president shortly. He had
in the burning of
with
1
u
on.
complicity
to new conditions, and de
ing debris;. They were rescued by
no official knowledge, has said, of any justment
at the South
clared that the wave of foreign man the postoffice and tipple
ic ti ulUI, bnt it bctoio in arb li;rm
I t
intention on the part of the president
western mine in the report of the
u
1
i
u
iiu.k
a J nx
M
which
was
would
it
5i'(
ufacture,
predicted
to offer". Colonel Goof tials: the gover- flood 'the American marfiet with'
..commission and. LaitWts, 49
t
of a t hi
X
throv
the military
.
.
norship of the canal gone, but he did passage of the new tariff, had not charged with picketing and intimida THEY WILL NOT BE GRANTED A firemen include Assistant Fire Chiiit room, Vjiei
i,i
win ie .lulu - ' t
tion. No charges have been filed in
expect that the president would grant materialized.
COMMISSION OF MEMBERS
Charles B. Wiiyler, Captain M. J. necessary to carry it In a eliug for a
The resolution, was adopted.
The action on the
courts.
civil
the colonel's proposed request for rethe
OF CONGRESS
O'Brien and Lieutenants James Den day or more, but when the ship dock
"Aye, hut you say, look at the de
resoiuiioi
The
committee on
taken to test the
union
is
tirement from the army. This, he inthe
of
part
no
ill
ed today she was experiencing
ver and Walter Reid.
pression. Well, look at it, said Mr.
of the military authorities to imLU3
i.'i a. iirw uiiinvyuju
timated, would be the subject to be Redficld. "Look at it
right
effects
the
from
24.
Woman
suf
injury.
Washington, Jan.
sanely, without
and detain individuals. The
taken up with the president.
After a short stay in Washington details, completed its report.1.7 ioda.'.
and without prejudice. What prison
fragists met another defeat today
passion
anA ift.i ,nm?on ,iti fi n in3irn
rmfl
Janwill
heard
The two conditions Imposed
by do
arguments
probably be
when the house rules committee, by MILITANTS DESTROY BUILDING the Sayres will go to Williamston,
you see? But before you answer
W.
A.
28
McHendrie
24.
Colonel Goethals are his retirement
bomb
jnornin?;.
A
Monday
Jan.
Glasgow,
Judge
by
outrage, Mass., where Mr. Sayre will assist the
a tie vote of 4 to 4, failed, to report
let me ask a second question; where uary
of the Third judicial district.
from the army and the enactment of are
a resolution for the appointment of a believed by the poftce to have been president of Williams college.
you looking? Get the horizon big
Western- Federation of Miners, was in
carried out by militant suffragettes,
legislation which will give the police
else your picture will be but
standing suffrage committee.
au.;
WEALTHY BANKER ACCUSED
commissioner power 10 remove subor- enough,
troduced, and the convention
the extensive contoday
destroyed
Representative Lenroot, republican,
partial and may mislead. Where, then,
"For He's a Jolly Good Fellow." Pres
in the Glasgow Botanical PORTLAND
dinates without court review.
Pueblo, Col., Jan. 24 J. L. Hurt, of
servatory
IS
is trade degression found? In India,
Wisconsin; Foster, democrat, of Il
ident John P. White of the United
a wealthy banker and ranchman of
"I have not asked the president to in
known as the Kibble Crystal
in Brazil, in Germany, In
linois; Campbell, republican, of Kan- gardens,
Argentina,
of
the
Miners explained that Mr. Mover waa
said
member
twice
Colonel
as
a
Goethals
Col.,
Palace. The great glass roofs and
retire
Center,
yet,"
sas, and Kelly, progressive, of Penn
England. Where is it least? In Am
PLACED UNDER ARREST worn out by traveling, and that he
state legislature and CO years old, has
blown
were
of
sides
into
the mayor, in reply o a question. "I erica. Where is the
structure
the
sylvania, voted In favor of the report.
rising tide from been served with a warrant
would address the delegates later.
am willing to wait several months for
charging
thousands of pieces. Many valuable
and
as
exists
first
such
Representatives Hardwick of Georgia,
depression
t
of th lll-JrcomClaud Taylor,
which
in
the
sucassault
the colonel. I certainly never ex- foremost?
A
were
caretaker
ruined.
Pau of North Carolina, Cantrill of plants
in America. Forget attempted
Here
ACCUSED
HE
IS
TO
REFUSING
OF
of
Labor, t!: attir
igan Stale Federation
ceeded in severing the fuse of a secplaining witness is Halley C. Doughpected him to take tbe position until the
Kentucky and Garret of Tennessee,
EIGHT-HOUpitiful parables of the prophets
ON
FIREMEN
PUT
th
aid
miners
the
ed
for
55
they had
house
a
one
he has finished his duties in the canal
ond
bomb just before the first
rooming
years,
of evil who for political purposes erty, aged
democrats, voted against it. Mr. LenSHIFTS
of this city. Mr. Hurt was not
given the Michigan copper sinUerw.
zone."
narrow
had
He
a
keeper
exploded.
escape
root then moved to report the bill
preach national pain. Look calmly at
Governor Anion m h cu ' r fl m
from losing his life by being struck
Mayor Mitchel was in conference the truth. America suffers froiri no taken into custody, appearing at the without
and
five
all
24.
recommendation,
H.
Jan.
Ore.,
Mayor
Portland,
a resolution presmtid to t.
court house of his own volition. He
with counsel today preparing a bill to disaster. She
democrats voted to postpone action by some of the flying splinters of C. Albee was arrested early today on national convention of the 1
is 'better off when the
state
denies the charge, which he on
he submitted to the
legislature worst is said than
metal aad glass.
this motion.
her sister nations stoutly
'
a warrant issued at the instance of Mine Workers of An rn a 1 j tre
says is prompted by spite. The case
giving the police commissioner the
P.
O.
Commissioner
Labor
t
State
,1
AC
at
Oak
Oloi.ilo.
Creek,
will be tried in justice court this
power Colonel Goethals ., desires.'
"
i
violation of the eight-hou- r the resolution was e jhm 1(1
Hoff,
charging
TO MAKE HIM TALK
The fact that Colonel George W,
if
not
is
in
the
it
afternoon,
quashed
NEliS OBLIGED
law, held by the supreme court Feeling against the Colorado es.eeuuvw
Chicago, Jan. 24. Patrick J. Farrell, meantime.
Goethals was willing to entertain, un-- '
as to all public institutions is .bitter. ' '
;
to
J
commerce
the
solicitor
interstate
for
apply
IN
a
TODAY
CONGRESS.
certain
der
conditions,
proposition
'
in
to
Oregon.
as commission, expected
City Attorney W. P.
The same local niiJ'-n- H
begiin prepf
to accept the appointment
TO SHOVEL COAL
left at once for Salem, the portation of Charks H. M,-New arations today for the filing of a man- COLOSSAL GRAFT IN
of
commissioner
police
''
capital, to begin habeas corpus pro- dent of the Western Fed'
f tv
York city is said to have been due to damus suit in the United States cir24. Senate: Met
Jan
court
Washington,
before
the
supreme
fctuko
r
n
W.
vice
F.
court
to
p
ceedings
IS
FOLLOWfrom
the
cuit
Ellis,
STRIKE
CARRIERS
coi
OF
compel
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, wife of the
Miners,
ARHY at noon.
THE
ENGLISH
f
release.
for
the
0
dt
to
"o.ir
mayor's
of
Car
the
Armour
and
BY
ED
in
lines,
SEVERELY
COLD
more
to
than
efr.!s
Michigan,
any
president
former president,
Resumed
on
debate
"
the
Alaska
state
the
rait
holds
Albee
bn-'ithat
td
to
the
Mayor
our
commission
disclose
information
ti WEATHER
sympathy to
) one else.
road bill with prospects of a final
law does not apply to the government families la Calumet,
'1 , u af ' "1 'i
Colonel Goethals was first approachconcerning the affairs of the corpo- TRIAL OF" ACCUSED OFFICERS
vote before adjournment.
( Iiiifiiitiaa
Th fact that 10- - of cities. Mayor Albee is charged of their bpreavemeii 1.11
London Jn
ed on the subject ty Mayor Joim Pur- ration.
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House: Met at noon.
relaw
the
violated
by
with
c. .
vi
before
LonAt
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000
a
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on
strike
was
are
in
made
believe,
coal
carriers
No
direct
offer
hearing Thursday night
Eve, which,
roy Mitchel.
TESTIMONY
Continued' worlt .on the postoffice
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and ill'
don was brought home to the citizens fusing to put the firemen and police by the mine owmt
tout the colonel made It known that Commissioner Charles C. McChord.
bill.
appropriation
contends
eight-hou- r
He
shifts.
on
his
',
to
to
relative
wave.
cold
Mrs.
Ellis
refused
The
Roosevelt
testify
by a severe
thugs and assassins.
he would not accept.
London, Jan. 24. The inquiry into
Radium hearing continued hefpre today
men left work on Tuesday, demand- that this would require a considerable ' One resolution requests the convcu-tio- n
visited Panama eoon after Mayor Mit- company's financial relations with charges of graft in connection with mines committee.
s to p iss a 1..
an increase of 2 cents a ton for addition to the police force and an into call on cofl-'-- n
chel left, and, it is said, learned that Armour and Company and its income the purchase of supplies for the BritRailroad men urged the commerce ing
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cent
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it
considering
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of
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the
department.
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mayor.
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his. determination.
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1013 BELOW

AN. INCESSANT COUGH.
Continued Dropping of T.lucus
into my Throat.

Artistic Work of an Ancient Sculptor
Is Found In Excavation
City of Mexico.

A severe cough is always a grave
It may not Indicate orsymptom.
Even
ganic disease of the lungs.
though the cough is a functional disturbance it Is of sufficient gravity to
demand prompt attention.
The dropping of mucus from the
back
part of the nose into the throat
WAS
IT
1912
WITH EXCEPTION OF
Indicates nasal catarrh. Sometimes
THE COLDEST YEAR ON
this goes on a long time before the
It. It
RECORD
patient pays any attention to
Is stated on good authority that mu'
cus dropping into the throat in this
Santa Fe, N. M, Jan. 24.-- The
way Is apt to excite catarrh of the
mean temperature of New Mexico stomach. At any rate, the condition
as soon as posfor the year 1913, was 50.9 degrees, or ought to be corrected
sible.
deas
the
below
normal,
1.6 degrees
Mrs. Bourland, of Frankston, Texas,
termined by the monthly means and found after using Peruna that not
disapdepartures. The year 1912 averaged only did the incessant ofcough
mucus into
the dropping
but
pear,
excepwith
this
but,
colder,
slightly
the throat had also ceased. Read
tion, the year just closed was the what she says:
coldest ol record, compared with
years I was a
"For twenty-thre- e
constant sufferer from chronic ca1913 was 0.4 degrees warmer,
; 1912,
tarrh. I had a severe misery and
tut it was almost 2 decrees colder burning
m the top of my head. There
of
than 1911. With the exception
was almost a continual dropping of
of mucus into my throat, which caused
May and November each month
My - entire
the year averaged below the normal, frequent expectoration.
became
involved,
system gradually
the deficiency running from 0.1 de- - and
condition grew worse. I had
my
Janan incessant cough and frequent atgree in August to 4.8 degrees in
witn
of bilious colic, from which it
tiary. The latter month, along cold-ee- t tacks
seemed I could not recover. My
were
the
and
September
March
bowels also became affected, causing
months of record in New Mexico. alarming attacks of hemorrhages.
"I tried many remedies, which gave
The deficiency in temperature was
howonly temporary relief, or no relief at
general over the state, greatest,
all. I at last tried Peruna, and in
ever, in the northeast counties where three days I was relieved of the bowel
de4
t fit averaged from 2 degrees to
derangement. After using five bottles
grees or more a day below the nor- I was entirely cured.
"I most cheerfully recommend the
mal.
use of Peruna to any one similarly
mean
temperaThe highest annual
afflicted."
ture was 61.8 degrees at Carlsbad,
People who object to liquid mediend the highest recorded temperature cine can now obtain Peruna Tablet.
for Free Peruna
109 degrees at Carlsbad and Richland Ask Your Druggist
Almanac
for 1914,
two
Lucky Day
on the eleventh of July. The first
the
of
the
hottest
were
weeks of July
temperatures low the normal all of the central
vear. and maximum

Our illustration shows
from stone by
an ancient Aztec sculptor. The stone
was found in an excavation in Mexico
City and taken to the National Museum of Mexico. It is considered one
of the finest Aztec sculptures that
have come to light anywhere because
of its size and its perfectly chiseled
detail. It is a monolith and represents apparently the head of a rattlesnake. The scale of the carving is
shown by the man's figure in the
sketch.
The head is unbroken and evidently
lay flat on some solid base. The nose
contains four perforations, indicatinc,

a serpent head carved

iuuml

,

degrees were recorded each part from McKinley, Valencia and Socorro eastward to Guadalupe, western
Chaves and western Eddy, including
most of Otero county, averaged below
the normal, the deficiency running
er were recorded each month from from one to two inches or more, while
some
at
May to September, inclusive,
northern, southwestern and the eastof the stations in the lower valleys ern tier of counties averaged above
of the state. July was the warmest the normal, the excess in the north- month of the year, with an average past counties runninK from two to
temperature of 72.3 degrees.
four inches.
The lowest annual mean tempcraThe precipitation or me year, while
lure was 37.2 degrees at
more diversified than 1912, in
much
temtown, and the lowest recorded
a general way followed the usual disperature 35 degrees below zero at the tribution; the lower reaches of the
same station on the seventh of Jan- San Juan, Rio Grande and Sacramento
of
month
coldest
was
the
This
wary.
valleys averaged about 10 inches; the
the year with an average temperature Pecos valley, the southwest, tho north
of 29.1 degrees, closely followed by west and the central plateau averaged
December, with an average of 29.5 de from 10 to 15 inches; the northeast
crees. The 7th. 8th and 9th days of counties and eastern border counties
January"' were all exceptionally cold from 15 to 20 inches, and .the moun
tout the 8th was probably the coldest
tain area of the north, the Central, the
The greatest local annual .range of southeast nd the eouthwtat from 20
temperature was, us uegrens hi wh to 25 Inches. ' The greatest amount
lard, with a maximum of 10G degrees, was 32.18 inches at Anchor Mine, near
and a minimum of 32 degrees below the crest of the ranker In northern
SOTO.
Taos county. No other station exceed
The precipitation of the state aver ed 30 inches, although several exceed
aged 15.30 inches, or 0.21 inch above ed 25 inches. The least annual
the normal as determined from amount was 6.58 inches at Lanark,
tVilv nwrazes and departures. For1!
southwest Dona Anna county, closely
tho state, as a whole, the average was followed
by 6.67 at Albuquerque, and
1912.
June,
1.44 inches rreater than
Marcial. Nearly two dozen
6:89
San
at
November and December were con
stations had less than 10 Inches of
Feb
and
siderably above the normal,
precipitation during the year. The
ruary, April and September slightly
greatest,
monthly amount was 11.64
above, while May, July, August and inches
old Fort Union in June, and
at
October were far below, May, espec
in any 24 hours 5 Inches
the
greatest
A
inllv nrnvlnn- a very dry month.
on
the 12th of the same
at
Portales
large part of the state averaged be month. June was the wettest month
of the, year with an average of 3.09
inches, while May was the driest, with
an average of only .33 inch. There
was an average of 57 days with .01
inch or more precipitation.
The snowfall of the year averaged
44.4 inches, or more than 16 inches in
excess of the normal, and 12 Inches
How Lydia E. Pinkham' Veg- greater than 1912. January, February
etable Compound Carried and December were months of heavy
snowfall.
Her Safely Through
The sunshine of the year was conKidemhlv
below the normal: there
Life.
of
Change
were 193 clear days, 115 partly cloudy
CeIar Rapids, Iowa "At the Change days and 57 cloudy days. At Santa Fe
t,t Life the doctor said I would have to 73 per cent of the total possible Bun
give up my work ana shine was recorded, and at Roswell (:!
take my bed for
cent. The winds of thu year were
some, time as there per
waa no help for me prevailing southwesterly, and not so
but to he stul. 1 great a movement as either 1911 or
j.
took Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's 1912, although higher storm velocities
f
j
Vegetable occurred. Santa Fe recorded 68,023
Compound and kept miles, or 7.8 miles per hour; highest
my work and
v. up
46 miles per hour from the
now I am over the velocity
on March 23; Roswell re
southwest
Change and that is
all I took. It was corded 59,766 miles, or 6.8 miles per
better for me than hour; highest velocrty 64 miles- trom
ell the doctor's medicines I tried. Many the west on July 11; Agricultural Col
people have no faith in patent medicines lege recorded 53,995 miles, or 6.2 miles
but I know this is good." Mrs. E. J. oer hour: highest velocity 55 miles
Rickets, 354 8th Avenue, West, Cedar from the west on the twelfth of March
Rapids, Iowa.
The relative humidity averaged 55 per
Such warning symptoms as sense of
cent at the
d cent at Santa Fe, 46 per
fla.shes,headaches,back-aches,drea(rafi"ocation,hot
57 per cent
and
College,
Agricultural
of impending evil, timidity,
C. E. LINNEY,
sounds in the ears, palpitation of the at Roswell.
Section Director,
heart, sparks before the eyes, irregularities, constipation, variable appetite,
weakness and inquietude, and dizziness,
ere promptly heeded by intelligent woRagged wounds are painful and
men who are approaching the period in
life when woman's great change may cause much annoyance. If not kept
be expected.
clean they fester aivd become running
SNOW LINIBALLARD'S
sores.
I.vdia E. Finkham's Vegetable
inntrorates and strengthens the MENT Is an antiseptic healing remedy
rr i npnll a! nnthe eak for such cases. Apply it at nigbt bef
m
It las ctn l d fore
ti i t i o s f
going to bed and cover with a
p
jtr i Ft !y t io it i t' ! f i " cotton cloth bandage. It teals in a
c t
If
i(
is few days. Price 25c, 50c and 1.0C
I
I I
I t
I
per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co
c ( o. (
100

many points In the lower south
lay
ern nniieva lint, the eleventh . was
nrobably the hottest day of the year.
Temperatures of 100 degrees or high
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HEAD FROM STONE

SERPENT'S

SOUL OF All ARTIST
By GEORGE

ELMER COBB.

"Better, old man?"
"Oh, infinitely," was the weak but
willing reply. "That last medicine
seems to have put new life in me. I'll
be up in the morning brisK as a
cricket, see if I'm not."
Ranald Stone, artist, smiled wearily.
So far as pallor of face and tired eyes
went, a stranger would have been
puzzled as to which of the twain was
the sick man.
Yet for two weeks Adrian Naeh had
lain unconscious In the little alcove
off the studio of his friend, and never
had brother been more faithful in
care, and nursing, and sacrifice.
Well, now have a good sleep,
spoke Stone with forced brlsKness
and cheer. "We'll begin a new life In
the morning."
"All right What time is it?"
The hand of the artist went mechan
ically to his pocket Then he flushed
in some embarrassment
"Ranald!"
The sick man put out his thin, wast
ed hand. He Krasned that or ms
friend, who stood with averted face.
"For my sake!" sobbed Adrian Nash
Head of Serpent Carved From Stone. brokenly. "As bad as that? And the
antique clock that stood In the
it is thought, that the head once form
ed part of a fountain. The eyes are
"I was afraid its ticking would dis
round, showing the Iris and pupils, turb you."
The lips are
with eood eyebrows.
"So you removed it to the pawn
Was ever
parted in a smile, indicative of rep broker's? Oh. Ranald!
tilian character. From the upper jaw such a friend!"
The speaker turned his face to the
depend four long poison fangs which
lie across the lower jaw like the wall,
communing with his soul,
whiskers of a walrus.
aroused to a gratitude that over
No data has been found to indicate whelmed him. Ranald gloomily passed
the architectural scheme of which into the next room. He sat down on
this head formed a part, but it is a stool before his easel and buried his
thought that there may have been face in his hands.
two of these monster heads flanking
The strain of a year of hard pro
the doorway or the stairway of some fessional struggling, of lack of work,
ancient temple after the manner of then deprivation, then the illness of
the portal lions now familiar in Ori- his friend, was beginning to tell. He
ental and Occidental architecture,
V
TV!
M ,,
These fantastic dislocated serpents'
"lr
'
heads are not uncommon among the Jill. .J
Vk
prehistoric ruins of Central America

mum
-
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SQUAW

STONED

PICNICKERS

Young Men Saved the Girls by Giving
Indian Woman a Box of

the little palace of a studio into which
Miss Warner uehered Ranald and in- troduced him to her chaperone, her
aunt, formed a marked contrast to the
bleak den he had juBt left. The fascination of the soulful girl artist, however,- made him obliging, even ardent
in awarding the assistance she required. Upon a stand stood her model:
a server, a loar oi preaa, pari ui
cake, some flowers, a composite for
a test piece ae to coloring.
I can't get the shade on that breaa
n,
any more tnan couia i ous.
laughed Ethel merrily, and then when
Ranald had shown her how to produce
the effect deBlred, ehe looked up into
his eyes "with a gratitude that thrilled

5

Cigarettes.
Spokane, Wash. Eight young wom
en, members of the city library staff,
made a dignified and orderly, yet
speedy, retreat recently before the
onslaught of an infuriated squaw
armed with stones and sticks and
most wonderful supply of choice in
vectives.
The party was spending the day In
Indian Canyon on a picnic, when they
came upon an Indian camp. They
stopped to talk with Curly Jim, the

pioneer Indian, and Jim
had just pronounced them "skokum
papooses."
They then lined up be
fore some of the tepees for a picture,
when the aged squaw began a man
euver for a flank movement.
The young women didn't finish the
picture.
They didn't run. They
walked, but they walked fast and kept
making It faster as the squaw quick
ened her pace. Down a steep hill she
chased the picnickers, stopping only
to pick up fresh ammunition. At the
bottom of the hill the young women
were reinforced by two young men
but the squaw came charging on,
cursing all with equal fairness and
showing no discrimination In the di
rection her missiles took.
The men turned to diplomacy, drew
forth a box of cigarettes and offered
the squaw a smoke. She took It,
smoked the "cigarette of peace," and
the battle was over. The squaw'
aim was bad and no one was hurt.

S:iliEili!!!i:!il!!!liiliiira

Isn't This Advance Spring
Design Perfectly
Beautiful?
course it's a Butterick
OFstyle.
And that means

The influence of that lovely face remained with him as he sat in his
studio later thinking of the brightness
his life knew little of. Then from the
alcove, weak and querulous
"Ranald, old man, I'm hungry. I'm
so hungry I can't sleep."
The wdrds went through the mighty
heart of the artist like a knife. He
glanced from the street window at the
brilliantly lighted shops. Money he
had none, credit was exhausted. Then
he gave a great start. A suggestion
had come to his mind.
Dozing on a divan In her sitting-roooff her studio, Ethel saw the
door opened.
"Burglars!" was her
first thought, and then she recognized
Ranald.
She watched him in amazement steal across the room, seize the
loaf of bread near her easel and disappear.
"Why!" she gaRped, arising to her
feet, "what does it mean?"
Ranald watched his sick friend atWait 6654
tempt to assuage the pangs of hunger 0
Skirt 6655
U
with the dry bread.
"Dron It!" he ordered, his voice a
sob. "I'll soon have the delicacies you iiiisiiaiiiira
need."
He darted one poignant glance at
his picture as he dashed from the
room. A girlish form passed into it
Then at
from the lurking shadows.
the side of the invalid she learned all
of the truth.
"I vlll take it, yes," fell in sharp
nasal tones on the ears of two listeners as Ranald led Levi into his etudio.

Lifted HIa Eyes to the Framed Study.

had carried that friend through a
dangerous spell of sickness but at
what a cost! At that moment Stone
was a month behind In the rent of his
etudio, not a cent in his pocket and
every article of personal value sold or
pledged to provide medical care for

poor Nash.
All gone save one hie picture, "The
Meadow." Ranald lifted his eyes to

the framed study hanging between
two windows, the masterpiece of his
efforts. It was a simple sylvan scene
and fellow artists poor as himself had
told him It was a gem. Even the
CATCHES HIS FALLING CHILD pawnbroker around the corner, old Ja
cob Levi, had seen its beauties. He
had coveted it for a wedding present
Father Saves Girl, Who Leaned Too to his
daughter.
Far Out From Window to
"You vill starve before the art ex
Greet Him.'
"1
hibition comes on," he declared.
fifty tollars for the pictur- eyou
gif
N.
It
J.
came
When
time
Passaic,
offer."
for her father to come home from it is a standing
Ranald had repudiated
scorn
With
work, Susie Sabranno, five years old, the
proffer. With pride he realized
ran to the open front window of the
when the critics, the public came
Sabranno home, on the third floor In that
to see his picture on exhibition it
As it was
No. 147 Fourth street.
would at least signalize artletio
growing dusk she leaned over the sill
so she would not miss him.
now the gloomy future seemed
she cried, and to But
"Hello,
daddy,"
express one practical word Bread!
waved her hand when he came into
coffers were empty. With the
view. She saw a little package that The
there must be food for Nash,
morning
might have been a box of sweets, the room rent must be paid.
tucked in the crook of his arm, and
Tap! tap! tap!
leaned too far out to see it better.
Daintily as at the touch of a veri
Just as Sabranno was returning the table
fairy the gentle but peremptory
salute Susie slipped and tumbled out summons
sounded. Ranald went to
of the window.
Sabranno Jumped the door and
opened it. He passed his
Into her path, set himself, and caught
hand over his eyes then, dazzled at
three-storforce
her. The
of the
the lo7elJ visitant
drop sent the man rolling along the
"It's only me, Mr. Stone," spoke
pavement with his child clutched in notes of liquid sweetness. "You re
his arms, but neither was hurt
member me at the art institute? 1
have a room and studio on the next
Startling Order to Railroad Men,
floor. I was directed here because the
Chicago. Pictures, of wives, sweet drawing professor said this was the
on
or
mothers
the
babies
cryshearts,
abode of true genius and among its
tals of watches carried by engineers,
denizens I would get the real art atconductors and other employes of the
mosphere. Oh, dear!"
Illinois Central railroad are no longer
The ingenuous little lady stood gazpermitted. Officials of the road hand ing raptly at the picture between the
ed down an order against them, saying windows.
The tears came to the
these faces on the watch crystals dis- eyes of the artist. It wan homage
tracted the attention of the employes so soulful o refreshing to his tired
from their duties.
spirit!
"Thank you," he said huskily.
Wild Fowl Strew Town Streets
"And will
do me a great favor,
Hundreds of Mr. Stone?" you
Newcastle,
Wyo.
pleaded Miss Ethel Warwounded wild ducks and geese weiv
ner. "It will take only a few mo
picked up by men and boys here, ments. In my studio. Just to show
The birds in large numbers, evidently
me how n mix some colors."
driven south by severe storms, were
"Certainly, with pleasure," respondattracted to the city by the electric ed Ranald, and he tried to bide the
in
struck
telephone ragged sleeve of his worn coat
passing
lights and
and light wires and were knocked
The light the comfort, the luxury o!
. ...
jown.

EstabliaKed

"Fifty tollars."
"I will give a hundred!" cried Ethel,
appearing from the alcove.
The pawnbroker stared at her in bewilderment. The artist fell weakly to
a chair.
"Is dis an auction?" insinuated Levi.
"If you like," replied Ethel, her
cheeks crimson with excitement, her
pulses fluttering.
"Then a hundert and von tollars."
"Two hundred," announced Ethel

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 28
WOODS PRESENTS A DRAMATIZATION
OF ROBERT W. CHAMBER'S SENSATIONAL
NOVEL
A. H
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bling fingers took from it what money
it held.
"I will pay the balance just as soon
as the bank is open in the morning,"
she said.
("But I cannot you must not" faltered Ranald Incoherently.
She faced him, trembling In every
nerve. She faced him, her eyes lookShe
ing deep down into his soul.
faced him, a girl inspired with a memory of what Adrian Nash had told of
the noblest being she had ever known.
"Do you know what I think of you?"
she. erred, the tears streaming down
her cheeks. "Oh, you grand hero!"
And Ethel threw her arms around
his eck and kissed him on the lips.
There was only satisfaction expressed six monthe later when "that
rich young art novice," Miss Ethel
Warner, married Ranald Stone.
For her husband was a man of genius and fame, and "The Meadow" had
won the highest art prize of the year.
(Copyright, 1913, by W. Q. Chapman.)
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Ethel drew out her purse. Her trem
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de Chine, charmeuse, taffeta,
broche, etc. We are now
showing the loveliest new
Butterick styles, and the very
latest materials for reproducing them exactly. Call for
the newest Butterick Fashion
Sheet; It is yours FREE.

m

doughtily.
"I lof my daughter," observed Levi,
shrugging his shoulders, "but two
hundert tollars!" and he was gone.

well-know-

you can be wearing it months
ahead of your neighbors. You
can have it made up inexpensively in cotton crepe, ratine
or duvetyn, or in silk crepe

him.

THE BOOK DELIGHTED ALL AMERICA
THE PLAY'S BETTER YET

Stage Arrangements After Drawings by
CHARLES DANA GIBSON

.
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THE VULGATE

Interesting Problem Handled With Great Delicacy

PRICES

Seats at Murphey's Sunday

$1.50, $1.00, 75c

Latest Edition of Jerome's Latin Bible Was Known to Be Made 320
Years Ago.

The work of revising the Vulgate
is a subject which appeals on its surface mostly to specialists, because outside the Roman communion the Vulgate text has no authoritative position. Yet Anglicans who recall how
impressively Bishop Westcott Bpoke
of the enormous influence exercised
by the Latin version on the religious
thought of western Europe should
heartily welcome the prospect of a
revision of the Vulgate. The direction of the work has been placed in
competent hands, and as supervisor of
the whole is the distinguished
Abbot Gasquet, who, the press
has lately announced,
Is visiting
America for the purpose of securing
support among American Roman Catholics for the undertaking. The multiplicity of the manuscript sources occasions difficulties practically unparalleled in the records of scholarships.
Abbot Gasquet is today a worthy representative of the order which produced Morinus, Monfaucon, and Mabil-lon- .
A number of able historical
works have come from his pen, including several on the reformation history
of England. Of course, these are
frankly Roman Catholic in their point
of view, but the very fact that the abbot was a friend of Lord Acton and
edited a volume of his correspondence
is in itself a proof that the unworthier
methods of religious partisanship are
wholly alien to his standards of work.
The Churchman.

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

bene-dictin-

Her Other Half.
The
twins, who had no
playmates of their own age, were
when a little girl of three
came to visit a neighbor.
After the three children had played
together for a time, the twins, hand
in hand, went to their mother, and
said: "Mother, where's the other oikj
d

of bor?"

Youth's Companion.

Save Your Children's Eyes i
No eyestrain with the Rayo its
light is soft and steady. Durable,

S

t
fk

simple and attractive.

v

Can be lighted without removing chimney
or shade easy to rewick.

8

At all dealers.
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TO CELEBRATE

No Longer Do Women Fear The Greatest of All Human Bleing.

It

JUBILEE
EPISCOPALIANS
OHIO UNITE

OF
IN

a Joy and comfort to know that
those
pains and other distresses that are said to precede
may easily be avoided. No woman need
fear the slightest discomfort if she will
Jortlfy herself with the
and
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
This Is a most grateful,
penetrating, external application that at once softens an
makes pliant the abdominal muscles and
ligaments.
They naturally expand without
the slightest strain, and thus not only
banish all tendency to nervous, twitching
spells,' but there Is an entire freedom from
nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
that eo often leave their Impress upon tho
lu

much-talked--

SOUTHERN
HONORING

n

d

PRELATE
Cincinnati, 0., Jan.

lav liwugb

24.

OF WILMOT

Towanda, Pa., Jan. 24. By persons
interested In historical dates and anniversaries today was recalled as the
centenary of the birth of David
celebrated In the history of the
United States as the author of the
"Wilmot proviso." Wilmot was born
in the village of Bethany, January 24,
1814, and died in this city to 18G8. In
the days when the slavery controversy
was at its height he was a Pennsyl
vania
representative In congress.
When a bill was introduced in the
house appropriating money for the
purchase of a part of Mexican atrri-torMr. Wilmot introduced his famous "provtao" to prohibit the United
States from acquiring any new terri
tory unless the prohiDition of slavery
in Buch territory was. made a condition of the purchase. In the latter
years of his life Mr. Wilmot served
for a time in the United States senate
and at the time of his death was a
judge of the United States court of
claims.

Tomorrow

will witness one of the most notable
demonstrations of live, respect and
veneration that has ever been paid
to a prelate of the Protestant Episcopal church in the United States. The
anoccasion will be the twenty-fift- h
of
the
consecration
the
of
niversary
Rt. Rev. Boyd Vincent as bishop of
southern Ohio. Arrangements for the
jubilee celebratioa have been going

babe.
The occasion Is therefore one of unbounded, Joyful anticipation, and too much
stress can not be laid upon the remarkable
Influence which a mother's happy, pre-natdisposition has npon the health and fortunes of the generation to come.
1
Mother's Friend Is recommended only for
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
thousands of whom have used and recommend It. You will find It on sale at all drug
Stores at $1.00 a bottle. Write to-dto tha
Bradfleld Regulator Co., 130 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga., for a most Instructive book on
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.

POBIUUAL NUr

SPAIN

at

Lisbon Unknown.

It is more than prob
able that he will need to disabuse his
mind In the first instance of the idea
that Portugal is merely Spain in miniature, Charles L. Freeston writes in
Scribner's. As a matter of fact, there
Is little kinship between the two. On
paper the languages of the two countries bear considerable similarity, but
the pronunciation of Portuguese differs bo materially from the Spanish
that no advantage of convenience
from a knowledge of the latter
tongue. In all other aspects, moreover, everything about Portugal and
the Portuguese is distinctive to an
absolute degree; the most Jaded traveler. Indeed, will find there a fresh- -

forward for many weeks and today
the final details of the program were
YOU ARE THE JURY
completed.
The celebration will be divided into
Hear the Testimony of East Las Vegas
V"
'
two parts. The church celebration
People and Decide the Case
will be held tomorrow and .will be
followed on Monday by the social feaDoan's Kidney Pills are on trial-- are
tures of the program. The opening
being tried every day for weak
service will be held In St. Paul's
kidneys for eshausing kidney back
cathedral at 7:30 o'clock tomorrow
aches. What is the verdict? Read
Coadjutor Bishop Reese of
morning.
Las Vegas testimony personal exper
a
as
After
the
entering
ministry
Columbus will foe the principal speakhe was assistant of St. Paul's iences of Las Vegas witnesses. There
er. At 11 o'clock there will be an- deacon,
in Erie, until 1872, when he can be only one verdict a chorus of
other Bervice, with Bishop Whitehead church,
In the Portuguese Hills.
a call to the rectorship of approval.
of Pittsburgh as the speaker. A accepted
P.
merchant
Santa
Ciddio,
tailor,'
and
ness of aspect, in one direction or
the Church of the Cross
Orown,
special feature of this service will be in
Ana St., Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I another, for which he will
Erie, remaining there two years.
assuredly
the music!, for the choir will sing a
Need it be
1874 he became rector of Calvary had a steady ache across my loins and be wholly unprepared.
In
of
act
festival te deum as a special
side. When I stooped, I felt said that this of itself is paramount
In Pittsburgh,
Ichurch,
officiating my right
thanksgiving for the bishop's episco- there for 15
more severely. When I as an attraction?
the
trouble
years and resigninig in
Almost unlimited is the list of charpate.
1889 to become bishop coadjutor of lay down, I could hardly straighten
Sunday evening there will be a southern Ohio. He was consecrated on account of the pain. I attributed acteristic features for any one of
which the country is worth visiting;
great Episcopal reunion service at the
the trouble to my sitting in a cramp- and
Whitehead,
Dudley, Spaldeach in its way is so important
Bishops
by
The
cathedral.
principal speakers
Penlclt and Knickerbocker. Five ed position at my work. For the ben- that priority of mention must be enwill be Bishop Leonard of Cleveland, ing
vears later he was made bishop of efit of other kidney sufferers. I am tirely fortuitous. Before descending
Dr. D. W. Rhodes of Cincinnati and
glad to say that Doan's Kidney Pills from the general to the particular one
southern Ohio.
J. A. Gallagher of Marietta. Among
proved to he just what I needed. A may attempt a summary of these as
the Episcopal church leaders who will
few doses not only removed the pain follows, but with the premise that
take part in the various services of
and backache, but gav me relief that they might be given in any other
order:
the day, in addition to the prelates BEST LAXATIVE FOR
A few years
has been permanent
The climate is the most wonderful
Tuttle
be
will
Bishop
already named,
ago
gave a statement, telling how In Europe. A polyglot crowd of
of ISt. Louis, Bishop Woodjcock of BOWELS-"CASCAHDoan's Kidney Pills had cured me scores of thousands flies annually to
ETS"
Louisville, Bishop Burton of Lexingand I have nothing to withdraw from the Riviera from every part In Euton, Bishop Frances of Indianapolis,
It. My back and kidneys have given rope in order to enjoy the supposed
maximum of sunshine, but often to
Bishop White of Michigan City, Bishop WHEN CONSTIPATED, HEADACHY, me no more trouble."
be undeceived by weeping skies, and
and Bishop
Anderson of Chicago,
For sale by all dealers, price 50
BREATH
BAD,
BILIOUS,
with the cruel mistral as a certain
Gravatt of West Virginia.
cents. Foster-MilhurSTOMACH SOUR
Co., Buffalo, ty. At Lisbon, on the other hand,
The program for Monday will open
New York, sole agents for the United cold weather as understood elsewhere
Tvlth a morning service In the catheGet a
States.
box.
is literally unknown; the temperature
dral at which Bishop Vincent will
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
Remember the name Doan's ana is not only higher than that of the
celebrate holy communion and deliver and stomach
Adv. Riviera, hut is equable to a degree
clean, pure and fresh take, no other.
an address. At noon the cathedral
that almost defies itself. What this
with Cascarets, or merely forcing a
means in practical effect is illustrat
congregation will give a luncheon for passageway every few
with
days
Do you begin to cougnt at night, ed by the fact that, in March last, I
Ihe bishopi and the noted visitors. In
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or just when you hope to sleep? Do you met an English lady on board ship
the afternoon Bishop Vincent will re
have a tickling throat that keeps you who had stayed six weeks at
,'
Waters?
Purgative
ceive the visiting bishops" and clergy
awake? Just take Foley's Honey and
heai' Lisbon, and had iathed
Let
bowel wash-daa
Stop
having
at the episcopal residence. The pro Cascarets
Tar
It will check the in the sea every day in February!
thoroughly cleanse and reg- cough Compound.
and stop the tickling sensation Nor was the
gram will be concluded in the even- ulate the
season exceptionally
remove the sour at once. Does
stomach,
not upset the stomach warm.
Jng with a reception by the Episcopal and
food
foul
and
gases, is best for children and grown per
fermenting
church club.
take the excess bile from the liver and sons. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
in
this
residence
YOUNG BOY OF TEN A SLEUTH
his
long
During
out of the system all the con- Drug Store. Adv.
him- carry
endeared
has
Vincent
Bishop
city
stipated waste matter and poisons in
POISONED PEN CASE
Son of Police Chief Has Caused Arself to persons without regard to the bowels.
rest of Many Thieves In Bir
Jacksan, Miss., Jan. 24 Members
creed or' condition, by his Christian
A Cascaret tonight will make you of the
are
re
mingham, Ala.
univerhis
Mississippi legislature
charity, his infinite tact,
feel
toy morning. They work
ceiving daily requests fom individuals
sal sympathy and his sincere interest whilegreat
Birmingham, Ala. Only ten years
you sleep never gripe, sicken and organizations throughout the state
In all that concerned the public wel- or
of age, Daniel Alien Badeker, son of
cost
cause
and
any
inconvenience,
''
urging that they leave no stone un
fare.
Police Badeker of Birmingonly 10 cents a box from your drug turned in the effort to ascertain the Chief of
Bishop Vincent was born In Erie,
ham, is a clever amateur detective.
men
women
and
take
Millions
of
gist.
identity of the anonymous stter writ He has caused the arrest of all sorts
He studied at Yale a
Pa., in 1845.
Cascaret now and then and never
university and graduated with the de- have Headache, Biliousness, Coated er who attacked the character of the of offenders, mostly thieves of various
840 young women students at the sorts, leading to the recovery of not
cree of B. A. in 1867, receiving the Tongue,
less than $10,000 worth of stolen
Indigestion, Sour Stomach or State college.
He
M.
A.
later.
three
of
Charges of immorality
years
degree
Car robbers, bicycle thieves
Bowels.
Cascarets be of the most sensational
goods.
Constipated
were
character
.graduated also at Berkeley Divinity long in every household. Children
and shoplifters have come to grief
made in the anonymous communica- through him. He is also the terror
school in 1871. The same year he
love to take them. Adv.
tion recently sent to the legislature. of blind tigers.
was ordained a deacon of the Rprsco-pa- l just
Ever since he was five years old,
Women's clubs and other organizachurch, and the following year
WANTED Clean cotton rags at tions, aroused by the present agita- when his father was chief of the Birordained priest by Bishop Ker-footion, have,taken opportunity to vote mingham secret service department,
Optic office.
their approval to the wearing of he has been much around police headand before he was seven
bloomers by the girls in the gymnast quarters,
old he manifested analytical
years
ium classes and the wearing of one- - powers, and on occasions gave the de
piece
bathing suits in the natatorium. tectives useful "tips." Sometimes his
D V A
A
father or others carried him along in
working up cases.'
Women and Wet Feet
He became known among the men
Cold and wet feet are a dangerous as "assistant chief" after his father
combination especially to women, and was elected chief of police. Two
congested kidneys often result. Back years ago he donned the full uniform,
ache, urinary irregularities and rheu Including cap and gold band,
gloves
matic fevers are not unusual results. and
i.""
f4
legginSj and was given special
Foley Kidney Pills restore the regular officer's
badge 53. Joining the mountand normal action of kidneys and
(ifltytw
VW' WSJ
bladder and remove the cause of the ed police squadron, he appears reguvj- trouble. Contain no habit forming larly on his Shetland pony at the
drugs. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross head of police escorts at all public
Vrt
OLD
parades. He Is a skilful horseman.
Drug Store. Adv.
"I want dad's job," Dan Bays. "To
unwBbqok
wear his badge is my ambition."
Whiskey
'

(

n

10-ce- nt

11

at

6:20 p. ra.

Evening worship with sermon

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

pastor.

First mass at 7:00 a.m.; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school la English
and Spanish at 3 p m. In Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary sn: benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
m.

Thedlford'i

The church extends a cordial

Supplied Wiui tation to the

Sunday school for English speak
Spanish speaking children
every Sunday at 1:30 p. ra.

Elack-DracgL- t.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Douglas avenue and Tenth street
McDuff, Va. "I suffered fot several
Morning worship and sermon at 11
fears," says Mrs. J. B. Whiitaker, ol
Jiis place, "with sick headache, and o'clock.
ttomach trouble.
Bible study and Sunday school EvaTen years ago a friend told me to try sion
at 9:45 a. m.
Tiedford's
which I did,
tnd i found it to be the best family medi-:iSociety of Christian Endeavor at
for young and old.
6:30 p. m.
ht
I keep
on hand all the
The church extends a most hearty
ime now, and when my children feel a
to all people. Visitors and
welcome
ittle bad, they ask me for a dose, and it
does them more good than any medicine sojourners in the city especially welthey ever tried.
comed.
We never have a long spell of sick-le- ss
in our family, since we commenced
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Corising
Thedford's
is purely ner of Main and Eighth streets. Rev.
vegetable, and has been found to regit, J. L. Imhof, pastor.
ate weak stomachs, aid digestion,
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
Communion
and preaching 11 a. in.
sick
and
similar
leadache,
stomach,
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
symptoms.
It has been in constant use for more
Evening service, 7:30 p.' m.
han 70 years, and has benefited more
The
church welcomes the public athan a million people.
tending the services.
Your druggist sells and recommends
Price onlv 25c. fiet a
n.c-- m
Bckage y.
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Railroad and National Avenues.
James E. Richard, pastor.
Van Horn and Mrs. Abbott.
Altos
Hours of service: :
Misses Myers and Webb, Mrs.
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. ni.
and Miss M. Laird. Tenors
J
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
Messrs. Van Horn and Clay. Bassos
m.
B.
T.
6:30
P.
p.
U.,
Messrs.
Taylor, Moore, Haskell,
If you are without a church hom4
Gehring and Paice. Organist Miss
Marie Mann.
Cruclfer
Herman come! We can help you.
If you are looking for church worll
Spless,
This church is open daily for pri- come! You can help na.
vate prayer and meditation.
Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

ing and

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun-laexcepted. Second mass 8.30:

y

sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
at 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish.
From 3 to i Sunjlay school. At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
MEMORIAL. CHURCH

Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
avenue, East Las Vegas.
Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday school.. 9:45.
Morning prayer and reading of the
Pastoral letter from the House of
11,

Black-Draugh- t."

Black-Draug-

ht

re-ie- ve

Jlack-Draut'-

.

Mor-risett- e,

i

Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 331, "Watchman, Tell us of
the Night," (Gl J. Elvey).
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant,
(Robinson.)
Gloria Patrt, Chant, (Robinson.)
Te Deum Laudamus, (E. E. Madeira) in E flat.
Benedictus, Chant, (W. Crotch.)
of
Hymn 670, "Father Whate'er
Earthly Bliss,"' (L. Mason.)
Reading of the Pastoral Letter.
Anthem, "The Lord is My Light,"
(Marchant.)
Hymn 485, "I Love Thy Kingdom
Lord," (A. Williams.)
Presentation of Alms, Chant, (Anon)
Hymn 400, "Blessed City Heavenly
Salem," Tantum Ergo.
Full vested choir and crulclfer composed of the following: Sopranos
Misses Myers, Lowry, Van Petten,
Winters, Mills, Hart, Noyes, Mrs.

FIRST M. E. CHURCH Cor
and National avenue. Rev. Hi.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
A cordial Invitation is extended to
all who have no other place of worship to attend divine services at this
church.
Ep-wor-th

CHRISTIAN

SCIENCE

SOCIETY

!
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100,000 FEETz
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- irrigation n;CS.'.VS
Z -

OIL AND WATER

WELL

SURFACE IRRIGATION
& TELEPHONE

PIPE-LAMP-FEN-

Regular services every Sunday morning at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hail.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
Green, Pastor.

POSTS-BUILDI-

NG

COLUMNS

Immediate Shipments
Write, phone or wire for special prices
ADAMS PIPE WORKS
L Amides, Cal
8030 Bay St.,
Phones Broadway lititl' l'W7

Mont-'Estoril-

g

t.

vay
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LOUISIANA

TO DIVERSIFY CROPS
New Orleans, Jan. 24. Owing to the TEACHES GIRLS TO HAMMER
changed agricultural conditions fol
lowing the reduction of the sugar tar Married Women Admitted to Carpeniff, Charles Godchaux has resigned
tering Class in Toledo Publics

IV

ww wmixeH

i.

V

wtnF Kffisi' mEvery time the clock ticks, a New Name is added to Sunny
Crook's list of Life Members it gains friends every day, and keeps
them all. Sunny Brook is a safe, sane satisfying stimulant it3
exquisite flq,vor, soft mellowness and high tonic
have
made it the most popular beverage everywhere, properties
North ' South '
East and West.
Sunny Brook keeps the nerves right, the grip tight, and the
heart light. Every bottle is sealed with the Green Government
Stamp, which shows thatit lagenuine, straight, natural whiskey, and
U. S. Government Standard 100 proof. Furthermore, when
you
buy Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey you have the guart
antee of the
Distillers of Fine, QUI Wlmfcfy in th WorM,
that it is scientifically distilled and carefully
in the good,
ohl, honest Sunny brook way,
--

--

Lin-go-

ap-e-

A

his place as the head of one of the
largest banks in New Orleans to do- vote his entire time to the study of
the utilization of the large tracts of
rich land that will have to be de
voted to other purposes than the
growing of sugar cane. One experi
ment that will be tried this year will
be the planting of tomatoes on a
large scale. Various other crops will
be tried out in an endeavor to find a
profitable substitute for the sugar
cane.

SUNNY BROOK fs now bottled with our own pmmitwl
"
Twister" ftloprw ra. One twist
orrtKerlts tn huti i
tif:ht. No Nrv) for Cork Scrawl.

Tie Man Wlso Pa tm

EEs

In

FEET

took
General

Lsl,-butorsi- ,

Ailiuquerq

1!. I

SO.

for This Trade-Mar- k
Pits,
tu re oa tbc Label when buying

.t

The Antiseptic
for Ten.
d'T. Aching 1 - t. So), every,
where, ?;.
VK''n. AAiW.-- i
AIXEN ii. OLMI

Schools.

Toledo, O. A young woman's class
in carpentering, with 18 enrolled the
first day, has been organized in connection with the manual traiuing department of tho public schools. Sev
eral married women have been admit
ted with the girls. Members of the
class are to be first taught the use of

hammer and saw and later instructed
making artistic furniture. The
class is believed to be the first oi
the kind in the United States.
in

Hadiey Won't Live In Chicago.
Chicago.
Hadiey o
Missouri told the representatives o
the railroad systems in the Mississi.
pi valley that he would not accept th
oflVred him for fiv
$25,C00 a year
years if the acre, tance of it meant h;
real living in Chicago. He desires t
l
remain in Mi'
to oppose Senatw
Stone for " f Uim.

jb

re-e-

A HABIT THAT PAYS

USE ELECTRIC

II onus

The

factory or store, or shop, no matter how larffe
or small, will find ELECTRIC P0 WER from our central
station cheapest and most convenient.
There is absolutely NO WASTE from electric
power. You only pay for the power you actually use
or contract for. It is always available in aoy quantify.

Electric power eliminates dust and dirt, noise and
vibration. The problem of fuel and ash
hundreds of other vexations inseparable from the ope
ration of other forms of power production are of no
concern to those usimj electric service.

ECOMCAL

SMALL ELECTRIC MOTORS

Small electric motors are invaluable to merchants
and housewives and dentists. They can be employed
for a wide variety of purpose. Sewing machine mo
tors save time and energy. Just the tiling for 1 P
wife. Buy her one today.
,

i
i
:i:l cumsi oi eiecinc
iiiiuiii
motors are nicucr.:
Operation inexpensive. We will be pleased. (o (baa
strata the advantages of electric motors, or
supply dealer.'
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ST. PAUL'S

fit

7:30 p. m.

1 Bcifig Constant!

Bishops,

a. m.
B. Y. P. U.

SERIOUS SICKNESS

ChoirXoft

New York.

Sunday school !):." n, m.
Morning worship wi'i sr

FAMILY AVOIDS

PULPIT

Wonderful Country With Most Salu
brious Climate In Europe Cold
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Clever Verse From
Woman's Club Member
As a result of an article published
in the society column last week con
cerning the tango and who would be
ilkely to take up' this artistic form of
dancing The Optic has received a
clever verse from one ot the mem
bers of the Woman's Club. The portion of the article that called forth
the verse, and the product of the muse
are as follows:
Following this the Woman's club
may become enthused, and aside from

-

i-

l,!T

CO.

...Editor,

M. PADGETT.

llfeld Frieze
To Be Dedicated.
Monday evening in Normal hall will
occur the dedication of tne handsome
Entered at the postotflce at East frieze presented to the Normal UniVegas, New Metlco, lor trans- - versity some time ago by Charles
iEs"8o!on through the United S'Atea
a member of the board of regents
j,
eci&ug as second class matter.
school. The frieze, which is a
of
the
I
'
'
real work of art, waa installed in the Albuquerque Regrets
T
Y
has
but
months
school
several
ago,
Morrissettes Departure.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
been kept veiled, pending the time
The following article, in regard to
f
.
Dally, by Carrier
'.t5 when it should be formally presented Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Morrissette, who
Per Copy
re- arrived in
Las Vegas this week and
Due Week
J3 and dedicated. Several handsome
1912
and
classes
of
of
the
5 Poo Month
will make Las Vegas their home, is
45 liefs, gtfts
I Pae Year
f. 50 1913,' also will be presented. These from the Albuquerque Morning Jour
-works! If art, together with the im- nal society column:
1
'
I
Mail
Dally, by
3
provements which were made in the
The departure of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Due year (In advance)
..t6.00 room
1
last spring by order of the board F. Morrissette, last week, for Las
3.00
Bix Months (In advance)
7.50 of regents, will convert the Normal Vegas, where they will make their
''One Year (In arrears)..
I &x Months (In
3.75 hall Into one of the most handsome home In future, was a source of gen
arrears)..
auditoriums In the state.
uine regret to the many friends that
An excellent program has been pre the two have made since they have
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
pared for the dedicatory exercises, to lived ini Albuquerque.
52.00 which the public is invited. It is as
Pne Tear
Mrs. Morrissette's activity in social
. 1.00 follows:
SSlx Months u
affairs has made her a distinct favor1-it- e
in this cits', and Her loss will be
Voluntary, "Cahtique d'Arniour"Liszt
(Cash In Advance for Mall
Miss.. Marguerite Cluxton
keenly felt: Her never failing
Subscriptions)
Presentation of a copy of Donatel- and charm gave rise to a
Remit by checlc; draft or money lo's "Dancing Putti" from the Singing
as wide as it was sincere,
popularity
Wder. If sent otherwise we will not
and that she will take a. place in the
Gallery of the Cathedral' of Florence
fte responsible for loss.,
The Honorable Charles llfeld.'
social life of the Meadow City no less
Specimen copies free? j;f jipplicatl'
Professor I Francis E.
which
than

the fact that the tango reduces weight,
adds to the span of life and cultivates
the rosy red color In women's cheeks,
they may begin dancing the tango, at
the Commercial club rooms just for
the pleasure of the dance. This remains to be seen.
The Woman's Club
to the
Society Editor .
And can it be that you would write
Lightly of those no longer light?
Why we had thought you were our
friend,
And hoped to keep you to the end.
The city council turned us down.
And met us with a bitter frown;
Remarking: "Leave those flies alone,
They are our flies, our very own."
And many a jeer and many a flout
Had almost put our courage out.
But you had been so kind and true,
We weren't expecting tnis trom you.
Why, some eay you need a club
To save you from some cruel snub;
But you will call on us in vain,
We won't be friends with you again,
And while we knew iyour pen was keen
We didn't think you'd be so mean

13
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PAPERS DISCONTINUED
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

AT

Advertisers are guaranteed the
c.rgest dally and weekly circulation
nt any newspaper 'in northern New

'.

laexleo.

Acceptance
'
,
Kelley.
Schultz
Music, "Butterfly Ballet'
The Orchestra
"Gold
Presentation, of Burne-Jone- s
en Stairs,' '"'Jiaes and "Spes" for
the class of 1912 Miss Sarah Gertrude Tooker.
Acceptance Miss May Ross.
Music, "The Morning Ramble"Veazle
'

TELEPHONES
business Office
Newt Department

Main 2
Main 9

SATURDAY, JANUARY

24, 1914

THE 1IAPPIICST MAN

Thes

Gle'Club

Presentation "of ""The Harvesters,"
sis reliefs from the Altar of San An
tonio by Dbnatello and mca Delia
Robbia's "Boys Singing from Book"
and "Boys Singing from Scroll," from
the Cantoria of Santa Maria del Fiore,
for the class of 1013 Miss Mary Ethel
'
Hays.
Acceptance Dean Frank Carroon.
Music, selection from "Bohemian
Bali'e
Girl"
The Orchestra
"The Regent" The Honorable W. U,

(

she filled
that
prominent
here is Inevitable.
On Tuesday night, the choir of St.
John's church, of which. Mrs. Morrissette was an active and devoted member, gave a reception in her honor at
the home of Mrs. Don W. Lusk, on
West Silver avenue, to which a number of the friends of the honor guest
were invited. The house had been
prettily decorated for the occasion,
and the spacious parlors, which are
admirably adapted for dancing, were
n
cleared and an evening of rare
was
Mus?c
enjoyed.
pleasure
was furnished by the Dimond mando-litrio, which Is to say that the music
was of the very best. Several vocal
selections were also rendered by a
quartette - composed of Messrs. Andrews, Myer, Everitt and Christian.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
George Everitt, Mr. and Mrs. Hugo
C. Myer, Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Foerster,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Andrews, Mr.
and Mrs. D. R. Lane, Mr. aud Mrs.
Don W. Lusk, Mrs. Wills, Mrs. Pratt,
Mrs. Morrissette; Misses Mabel Williams, Anna Newhall, Lotta NewhaU,
Charlotte Szymanski, Evelyn Everitt,
Miss
Margaret Jenks,
Rayburn;
Messrs. O. J. Olin, Edmund Ross, J. G.
Thomas Christian, Clare
Albright,
Manler, Dauber, Brown and Frarklin.
4 4
terpsi-chorea-

n

"lave you ever read this description
"the happiest man?" It is going
i6 rounds of the papers and the
' 'er-itof its author has been lost,
til it reads very weit anonymous:
"The happiest man in the world is
the common,
'
everyday chap who Haydon.
"A Vision" The Honorable E. V,
makes his own living, pays hlsi own
Mils and has tiie respect
of lis Long.
Income
M'ishbors. He naves a little money Music, "Estudiantina"
The Girls' Glee Club ;
as he goes alomr, but doesn't try to
The Guests of Honor
'.;et a corner on the local output and
By virtue of service: Frank O. Klhl-berno is cot a sla.'e' to ambition or to
Charles llfeld, M.' W. Browne,
He never expects to wear
ciety.
mt his trousers in the senate, and Frank Springer, A. B. Smith, William
"hen he glides out of bed in the morn-- i R. Tipton, Charles A. Spless, Octavl-anA. Larazolo, J. M. Cunning- j'.sg be never wastes any time trying
S. Raynolds, James Scott
Joshua
ham,
to pick out the right tint of socks,
Mrs. Kaser Gives
Antonio
Duncan,
Lucero, J , b. OI
Sr.,
blend
will
and
necktie
that
jsusnenders
Two Pretty Parties
Romero.
and
ney
Eugenio
';with the general effect
This afternoon and Wednesday af
By virtue of election: Margarito Ro"He only wears a high collar when
ternoon
of this week, Mrs. AV. E.
C.
V.
de Baca, Elisha
le feels like it, and when his pet corn mero, Ezlquef
Kaser
was
hostess at two delightful
Sieglns to Jump he Jems out his knife Long, K. D Goodall.W. P. Southard,
The
affairs were highly en
parties.
md cuts a four-Incgash In the side F. O. Blood and W. G. Haydon.
Those who attended the
joyable.
M.!
F.'
invitation:'
"DesMarais,
is
about
said
shoe
By
and nothing
of his
party today enjoyed an afternoon at
it in the local paper. He never has county superintendent
euchre, while bridge was played at
'be
Gov
He
Board
of regents, appointed by
to poultice his conscience.
the
party. Refreshments
lieves in the doctrine of live and let ernor W. C. McDonald: The Honor wereWednesday
at
both affairs. The
served
live. When he encounters oua of the able F. E. Olney, president; the Hon
at
list
the
guest
party given today
needy he doesn't stutter with his dock- orable M. W. Browne, secretary; the included Mrs.- W, H. Breuning, Mrs.
et book. The plain plug of a man is Honorable Charles llfeld, the Honor- Mary Bearinger, Mrs. II. W. Clark,
Ifiojspy because he is satisfied and he able Eugenio Romero! 'the Honorable
Mrs. J. S. Duncan, Jr., Mrs. Charles
' "
"Vioesn't spend half his time yenrning John D. W. Veeder.
Greenclay, Mrs. E. W. Hart, Mrs.
not
will
for something his salary
G. H. Hunker, Mrs. W. G. Haydon,
permit him to buy. Giye, us, mofe
Mrs. C. M. Iden, Mrs. R. F. Johnson,
J'!.;
Series of Dances
plain men and the
Mrs. E. N. Kearney, ,,Mrs. Lynch,
;
For Society Folk
ter."
.'J'.
Mrs. D. J. Leahy, Mrs. B. T. Mills,
...."'-o
Undoubtedly the most progressive Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., Mrs. Hallett
venture ever started in this city and
1914 ROAD WORK
Raynolds, Mrs. C. II. Schlrmer, Mrs.
The state engineer has prepared es- one which will monopolize the atten O. G. Schaefer, Mrs. A. R. Talley,
timates on the road work it will be tion of all Las Vegas society, was Mrs. R. J. Taupert, Mrs. J. II. Ward,
i.ossibl.) to do during 1914 on the road Started today when invitations to a Mrs. .T. H. York,
M.Hudson
funds from various sources from the Series of dances to be given at the Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Louise
1913 taxes iu both the state and the armory were Issued. .The series will
Cunningham, Miss Marguerite Cava- various counties, 'inese estimates be known as 'The Elite Dances" naugh, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss
are based on a 90 per cent collection Charles J. Fuhst, a flute player of Mary Daum, Miss Anna George, Miss
9
of the taxes and show a total of $302,-1- considerable ability, IS behind the pro Cornelia Murray, Miss Jeanette Ward
road
and'eounty
available in state
position, and he believes it can be and Miss Emma Tamme. The guest
.
funds and the sum of $65,675 avail made a success.
party lncluded
of
Issued
to a se- list for Wednesday's
funds
were
invitations
The
feble In the various bridge
Mrs.-- . Simon --Bachar-ach,
the
following:
dandifferent counties, that is from fipe- lect list of Las Vegans, and the
Mrs. AV. H. Breuning, Mrs.J,.
lal levies. This makes a total of ces will be for these people only, S. Clark, Mrs.- S.,JL Davip, Jr., Mrs.
af-$3C7,6f4! to t
spent during the com being in the nature" of private
O. A."! Fleming, Mrs.-,DT. Hoskins,
on me imds and bridges i fatirs, and' strictly Invitational.
year
Mrs. $1. ,C,, llfeld, Mrs,, J. A. LaRue,
ing
"
i
Mr. Fuhst has 'been in Las Vegas Mrs.
the state.' ;.
C. SoLosey, Mrs. F. R. Lord,
This mofiey is to be derived from for several weeks and has pleased Mrs. E. S. Lewis, Mrs. F. L, Myers,
Las Vegans with his excellent playing Mrs. W. J. Lucas,
the following sources:
Mrs.,E. J.
.
In the state highway fund: Pro-.- wtih the Simlson orchestra. The
E. D. Raynolds, Mrs.
Mrs.
dances will be
As from tlio one mill state levy for music for
Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. S. B. Rob-reby an organization under the
mads, $52,000; proceeds from the
Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs. Ben
license sales, $10,000. This name of the "Elite Orchestra," which
Mrs. Charles Taimme,
Strickfaden,
rewill be composed of the best musi
vi estimated and is, the balance
Mrs. Harriett
P.
C.
Mrs..
Trumbull,
gaining from the sale of licenses on cians in the city and will.be made Van Petten. Miss Mildred Browne
Iniiutomoblles, after the cost of the up of from five lo eight pieces,
and Miss Mary Davis.
number ' plates, licenses, and costs of cluding a cello.
V
iidministratloa are takea out Frjora
Undoubtedly Las Vegans will take
i. a forest service, J3.246. From spe- to the proposition heartily, and with Round Dozen Meets
cial road levies in Llucoln, Otero and a guarantee of a select attendance With Mrs. Boucher
Total to and the best of music it doubtless will
The Round Dozen club met this
iVal.'iicia counties, $22,210.
are
week
with Mrs. C. D. Boucher at a
dances
The
hit spent by the state, $.120,458.
most
popular,
prove
Berv-ithe
In the various county funds,
to be, given In the armory, and the delightful session, ended by the
were
Present
follows:
as
refreshments.
50
nf
cents
a
estimated
are
is
to
be
person,.
;. rtweipia
admission
' ieneral road and bridge levy $14S,-1- . Any kind of a dance may be arranged, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. L. V. Crock,
10; special foridg
levies, $655,075; from a masquerade to a calico party. er, Mrs. F. It. Lord, Mrs., F. O. Blood,
Cauiino Ilea! levies $23,92; from the Tb first dance .will occur m the Mrs, E. L. Hammond and Mrs. C
D Boucher.
service $9.35n;. Tola! $217,2:18. evening of February 4.
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Local iTalent at
The Browne Theater

'

h

Thursday night at the Browne thea
ter will occur an enterainment for
the benefit of tbe St Paul's Episcopal
church which promises to be one of
the most enjoyable features on next
week's calendar.
The entertainment
will be participated in by the best tal
ent in Las Vegas, and .likely will be
well attended.
Among the chief features of this en
tertainment will be a vocal solo by
Mrs. Erie Choato. Mrs. Choate re
cently opened classes in Las Vegas for
vocal instruction and is a capable and
pleasing singer. She has studied un
der the most prominent instructors in
the United States and Englana and
already has become popular with Las

Getting Ready for
Masquerade Eall.
Less than a month remains until
Las Vegas will ,dn all kinds of mas
querade costumes, and attend the big
E. Romero Hose and Fire company's
dance on February 23. The dance is
being talked of continuously, and judg
lng from those interested, the number
of maskers on the floor will exceed
any ever known before by the fire
men.
The general arrangements commits
tee is making extensive preparations
for the dance, and says that the dec
orations for the affair will be the best
obtainable. In addition to this the
dance will have many new and unique
features which will assist In making
the affair a grand success.

WATCHES, CLOCKS. JEW
ELRY, OPTICAL GOODS
IN OUlC OWN SHOP. . . .
at-

4

Mrs. Baily

Entertains'

'

Honor of Mrs. Lyon
Tuesday afternoon Mrs. C. H. Bally
was- - hostess at a delightful party giv
en in honor of Mrs. F. Mi Lyon, who
left Las Vegas yesterday for Albu
querque. The afternoon was spent
enjoyably at bridge, and was closed
with refreshments. Misses Madeline
Mills. Ruth Winters, and Marie Mann
assisted Mrs. Bally in entertaining.
Present at the party were Mrs.
F. M. Lyon, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs.
H. S. Van Petten, Mrs. W. J. Lucas,
Mrs. A. R. Talley. Mrs. Harriett Van
Petten, , Mrs. Ben . Strickfaden; Mrs.
R. J." iTaupert, Mrs. P. V. uarpenrer,
Mrs. D. J. Leahy and Mrs. J. M. Hud-

ONE OF THE STARS IS WILLIAMS
OF WILLIAMS AND WALKER
FAME

son.

Course.

In

4 4 4

Sorosis Studies
Book of Judges
Sororis met Monday with Mrs. I.
ty. Lively, all members but one being
leadepresent. Mrs. A. D. Higgins, the
the
of
outline
an
Interesting
r1, gave
Book of Judges. She spoke of the
recomposite character vt the book,
lated to wars between tbe Israelites
and the Canaanites, and described the
character of the judges.
Miss Myrtle Botts read a paper on
His Sons and Their Ex"Gideon,
ploits."
"Jepthah's Daughter," a beautiful
poem by N. P. Willis, was read by
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts.

4 4 4

Bridge Party for
Mrs. F. M. Lyon
On Monday afternoon of this week
Mrs. Ben Strickfaden delightfully entertained a few of her friends at a
nartv in honor ot Mrs. F. M. Lyon,
Vegans.
Other interesting features of the en who left yesterday for Albuquerque
tertainment will be a duet by Misses where she will reside with her hus
Lucy and Marie Clement and a piano band, who is employed there. The
solo by Miss Marguerite Cluxton. Both afternoon was spent in auction bridge
will be excellent, the young ladies and was delightfully closed by the
Present
being popular perfomera here.
serving - of refreshments.
The first show will begin at 7 o'clock were Mrs. F. M. Lyon, Mrs. George
Mrs. Clarence Iden
sharp, and the second at 8:20 o'clock. A. Fleming,
A large attendance' is expected.
Mrs. P. C. Carpenter, Mrs. B. T. Mills,
4
Mrs. R. J. Taupert, Mrs. C. H. Baily,
Santa Fe Folk
and Mrs. Paul Breese.
5

Entertained Here '
Last night at the O. R. C. hall a
jolly entertainment aud dance took
place when the Las Vegas High
school students entertained in honor
of their guests, the boys' and girls'
basketball teams of Santa Fe. The
affair was full of life, and a real
jolly school spirit prevailed. Dancing
started as early as the dancers reached the hall, and during the evening
a short entertainment was provided,
which added to the pleasure of the
a
Miss Iva Mantham sang
party.
solo and responded with a pretty and
clever encore. Miss Alice Connell
gave an entertaining reading, and the
High school girls' quartette sang a
number which was pretty and Interesting.
During the evening refreshments were served. The attendance
was large and a jolly evening was

First Class Repairing

4

4.4

Mrs. Mills Entertains
For Mrs. Crumpacker,
Mrs. William J. Mills entertained
yesterday afternoon in honor of Mrs.
tote
,1. W. Crumpacker, wife of the
Judge Crumpacker. Mrs. Crumpacker

an accomplished reader. She en
tertained Mrs. Mills' guests with a
number of selected readings. The
party was a most enjoyable affair.
Bridge was played during the early
a
afternoon. Mrs. Crumpacker
charming woman and has made many
friends during her visit here.
Ik

,4

4

Give
Dance.
Enjoyable

Thursday evening at the O. R. C.
hall occurred one of the enjoyable
events of the week when the Knights
of Columbus held, an Informal dance.
The affair was attended by a fair-spent.
sized crowd, and was unusually enjoy
Elks to Give a
able. The m'usic was excellent, while
the floor was to the best of condition
Masquerade Dance
Committee of for the dancers. During the evening
The entertainment
that refreshments were served. The atUieviElks lodge has announced
people.
there will be a St. Valentine's Day tendance numbered &bout-4:uwv.:.
V 4 4
masquerade ball at the club houBe on
Mrs. E. V. Long Is
Saturday night February 14. This
was made last night, and Hostess this Afternoon
the affair doubtless will prove to be
This afternoon, at her home, Mrs.
one of the most interesting dances E. V. Long entertained at a delight
ever given at the club.
ful afternoon party in honor of Mrs.
Thei larger part of those who will D. T. Hoskins, Mrs. E. E. Veeder and
attend have started preparing for this Mrs. K. D. 'Goodall. The afternoon
costumes was spent in a general social way and
dance, and many unique
doubtless will be seen. As it would be was enjoyable. 'A number of ladies
nrpsent.
impractical to order a large consign- worn
i
ment !of costumes for the dance, all
4 4 4
prewill
those who attend doubtless
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's
pare their own regalia, thus making church met Thursday afternoon witn
the dance original In every way.
Following
Miss Louise Cunningham.
a short business session a social afMiss Harris Gives
ternoon, was enjoyed, closed by reInformal Affair.
freshments. Present were Miss Marie
HarWednesday evening Miss Mary
Mann, Miss Phebe Hart, Miss Jeanher ette
of
ris entertained a number
Ward, Miss Frances Myers, Miss
friends in honor of Miss Katherine Chella Van Petten and Rev. J. S.
Drake of Hodges, N M. who is Visit, Moore.
4 4. 4
lug in I,as Vegas. The affair began
with a line party at the picture shows Miss Browne Hostess
congre- to
and. later the young people
Tuesday Bridge Cwb
where
residence,
the
Harris
at
The Tuesday Bridge club met tins
gated
luncheon was served. Those wso par- week with Miss Mildred Browne, at
Miss a
ticipated in this affair were
delightful session. Following the
Kelly,
Katherine Drake, Miss Helen
game refreshments were served. All
Miss Katherine Drake, Miss Mary Har- members of the club, with two icep- Bouchris, Mr. Donald Hart, Mr. Cecil
ions, were present at the meeting.
William
Mr.
er, Mr. John Harris,
Subscribe for The Optto.
Springer and Mr. Orrin Blood.
'V'V-'A-
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DIXIE QUARTFJTE TO
BE WORTH

HEARING

it has effected, and expressing their
appreciation of the good qualities of
tb is well known remedy. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.
WANT TOLLS REDUCED

Everybody 'falls" "for a minstrel
That's why so many people
have taken a great interest in the
coming of the Dixie Mmstrels, who
are to be here on February 9, under
the auspices of the V. M. C. A. Lyceum
show.

The Dixies are without exception
the highest class negro entertainers
on the platform today. It will be
worth the price of admission alone to
hear old Ed Williams of the famous
team of Williams and Walker of eastern fame, tickle that banjo of his. His
songs are rich. Then there is Paul
Turner, by all odds the biggest negro
bass from a standpoint of reputation
and depth, in the country today. Why
just to hear Turner give "Old Black
Joe", will be worth going through a
couDle of Raton blizzards to hear. And
can you imagine any music more enjoyable than a real, first elass negrd
quartette singing the old plantation
melodies or some of our latest songs,
like the "Mysterious Rag" or such
like?
Word comes from all along the line
of the tremendous crowds that are
greeting the Dixies on their way to
Las Vegas. If the folk here want to
have an everting of real and lasting
pleasure, they will go and hear the

New Orleans, La., Jan. 24. A statewide fight for a reduction in telephone
rates is to be inaugurated here Monday with the filing of protests against
the present rates with the Louisiana
state railway commission. Comparative statements showing that many
other cities of the United States enjoy lower tariffs than do New Orleans and other Louisiana cities have
been prepared and will be submitted
to the commission.

TICKETS, 00 ON SALE
TOliOW-liOliNI-

l

LARGE ATTENDANCE IS EXPECTED AT "THE COMMON LAW"
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

Tickets for '"File Common Law,"
which will be produced at the Duncan
opera house next Wednesday evening,
will go on sale tomorrow morning at
Murphey'e drag store, and It's a safe
bet that many people, on the way to
or from church or Sunday school, will
stop in at the drug store on the corner
to reserve seats. "The Common Law"
has made a big hit where It has been
shown. So far it has been staged only
to the larger cities. The company
that Is coming here has just finished
long runs upon the coast. It has been
& long time since Las Vegans have
Dixies.
had the opportunity of witnessing a
on
will
Tickets for the Dixie3
go
sale at the Y. M. C. A. on the sixth play of such a high class as "The
of February. The prices will be 75 Common Law."
cents downstairs and 50' 'cents up1
The "Mischief Quartette" and It's
stairs. On account of a large number
Work
of Las Vegans holding season tickets,
Each year the month of January
there will be only a limited number numbers Its list of victims from inof reserved seats to be put on sale.
fluenza, la grippe, bronchitis and
"You sure must go and hear dem pneumonia. The prompt use of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound will
dar Dixies."
check the onset of a cold and stop a
cough, preventing the development to
more serious conditions.' Keep it on
Proper Extension of Appreciation
hand. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
A compliment should be as quickly
Drug Store. Adv.
given for good goods and good service
as a kick for defective goods and poor
Tailors' union No. 89 of Minneapolis
service. Most people realize this. la one of the oldest labor unions in
That is why bo many have writteq the northwest. It was first organized
of Chamber- 41 years ago and has ever since been
to., the manufacturers
lain's Cough Remedy telling of re- an important factor in all organized
markable curws of coughs and colds labor movements in Minneapolis.

CORSET WEEK
ATT

ACKIAELACEFS.
Monday Jan. 26 to Saturday

M

31

Extra Special In Newest Models
$3.50 Redfern Whalebone Corsels
$3.00 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets
$2.50 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets.
$2.00 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets ....... .
$1.50 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets
$1.23 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets
$1.00 Warner's Rust Proof Corsets

DCs

Complete Run ol Sizes

EVERY PAIR'. GUARANTEED
Ti:.

STOfi: CF Cl'ALITY"
V

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

SHOWED

Annual White Goods Sale

PERSONALS
Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Romalne. Adv.
A. E. Dorman came In last night

Irom Denver for a few days' business
visit.
W. J. Walit of Albuquerque came In
last tiisht for a few days' business
visit.
Mrs. B. Flint left this afternoon
for Pueblo, where she will visit for
several weeks.
H. A. Angel came in last night from
Albuquerque for a short business visit in Las Vegas.
O. L. Phillips, a well known attorney at law of Raton, was a business
visitor In Las Vegas today.
Dan Daley, connected with the Santa
Fe Railway company, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr?. D. Syme left this afternoon for
Denver, where she will visit for the
iiext few days with friends.
W. E. Ludlow of Dallas, Tex., was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
He is a business man of Dallas.
Mrs. Erie Choate and sister, Miss
for
Ivy Snyman, left this afternoon
short
a
for
Watrous
at
home
their

We again offer our patrons
the choicest selection ot underwear in muslin, cambric, nainsook and crepe ranging as follows:
and
Covers
r LOT-- , 1 Corset
Drawers,' 25c and 35c values
Corset.. Covers and
6c aid GOc values

LOTt
Drawers',

at -

35o

LOT 3 Corset Covers, Drawers, Gowns and Skirts, 65c
.
values .at
43c
LOT 4 Drawers, Gowns and
Skirts, 75c and 85c values
at 59c
LOT 5 Drawers, Gowns, Prln--,
cess Slips Skirts and CombK
nation Suits, $1 values at 79c
LOT 6 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips; Skirts and Combi-

nation Suits,

. '...il-,-- ..

at

$1.25

values

98c
LOT 7 Drawers, Gowns, Princess Slips, Skirts and Combination Suits, $1.60 and $1.75

.

values at

$1.25

HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
The Popular Prise Store

Phone Main 104

U
iai wb"i. i" cial positions here with the railroad.
Jil Paso, Texas, where she will visit
Mr. Kurn, whom Superintendent
relatives and friends for the next few Bristol succeeds, will enter upon his
weeks.
new duties as president of the DeH. R. Edmondson of Tucson, Ariz.,
troit, Toledo and Iron ton ' Railway
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
company soon after the first of Febwill be a business visitor here for sev- ruary. No announcement has been
eral days.
made as to who will . succeed Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Glacier and
Bristol in Pueblo.
Mrs, Hery Levy, rnthqj?
ier, will leave tomorrow for Socorro,
N. M., where they will reside.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Sheehan of San FLEMING C0MESI1ERE
Francisco, Calif., were visitors In Las
Vegas yesterday afternoon for a short
LATE NEXT VEEK
time on their way to New York.
Mrs. W. C. McKelvey returned this
afternoon from her nome dn Herring-ton- ,
Kas., where she has been visiting SITE INSPECTOR FOR POSTOFFICE
relatiVes for the past few months.
DEPARTMENT
IS CALLED
Cecil Paice of the Las Vegas MaTO DENVER
chine and Auto shop, returned this
J. H. Fleming,' site inspector for the
afternoon from Wagon Mound, where
lie had been on a short business visit. United States postoffice department,
Mrs. R. F. Johnson returned last arrived' in Las Vegas this afternoon
night from her former home In Lex- from Santa Fe, where he has been
ington, Mo., after having been a vis- looking at the sites proposed for the
itor there for the past four months. federal (building in that city. He InJames S. ,BJack, a prominent news- formed Postmaster
Blood that he
paper man of Albuquerque, was a bus- would be obliged to leave at once for
iness visitor in the city lasts evening, Denver, where he will have a conferreturning ;to the Duke City this morn- ence with Secretary McAdoo of the
ing.
treasury department. Mr. Fleming
A. M. Adler returned last night from said he would return to Las Vegas
a several weeks' business visit in the latter part of next week to look
New York, where he has been pur- at the proposed sites for the postoffice
chasing stock for the Harper clothing building for which congress recently
store.
made an appropriation.
George Longmore, president of the
Salado Live Stock company at Pueblo,
Col., returned to that city today after WALDO WILL RETIRE,
liaviug been a business visitor In Las
Vegas for the past few days.
ACCORDING TO RUMOR
Ike Bacharach, of the firm of Bacharach Brothers, will leave tomorrow
for New York and other places in the
?ast, where he will be for several SANTA FE'S NEW MEXICO SOLICh
ITOR WILLt ENJOY A
weeks on a business trip. Mr.
REST
will purchase the spring and
summer stock for his firm.
F. G. Walker left Las Vegas this
According to a rumor, which is said
afternoon for Trinidad, Colo., where to be based upon authenticated fact,
lie will join his father and later will Judge H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the
return to Laa Vegas In an automobile. Santa Fe railway in New Mexico, Is
The car in which Mr. Walker and to resign in the immediate future.
his father will make the trip was Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, assistant
shipped to Trinidad. They expect to solicitor for New Mexico, according
to the report, also will resign. Judge
arrive here next week.
Waldo has been sollictor for the SanTraveling in private Pullman
ta Fe in New Mexico for many years,
C. W. PostEasidentofjt'he
Postum Cereal company of Battle and is one of the oldest men in the
Creek, Mich., and connected with num- legal department of the road, from
erous other big enterprises, passed the standpoint of service. He has
through Las Vegas this afternoon with conducted the legal battles of the road
a pariy, including members of his in a masterly way' and has been as
familjj on his way from Battle Creek successful in keeping the railroad out
to Sahia Barbara, Cal., where he will of litigation, as .he has been in de
remain for several weeks on a pleas- fending its cause. The judge; it is
ure trip.
stated, likely will enjoy a
vacation after his retirement.
Colonel .Tw!icnell according to the
will go to Arizona to become
rumor,
BRISTOLtVILL TAKE
an attorney for a large mining company- of, which his brother is a heavy
stockholder. ' Colonel Twitchell h,aa
been an able, assistant to Judge Waldo. He has made a name for himself
SANTA FE SUPERINTENDENT AT as a writer of New Mexico history,
PUEBLO. ,JS. GjVEN PROMOTION
and Is working at present upon the
y:-ROAD' "
plans for the New Mexlcd"'xhibit at
the San Diego exposition, as chairman
Superintendent F. L. Myers of the of the state exposition board.
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe
It is understood that several promRailway company this morning an- inent New, Mexico attorneys are unnounced that C. H. Bristol, superin- der consideration by the railroatj. as
tendent at Pueblo, would succeed J. successors to Waldo and Twitchell.
M. Kurn as general superintendent
of the western lines, with headquartLAWN TENNIS AT PINEHURST
ers at La Junta. Mr. Bristol will take
Pinehurst, N. C., Jan. 24. A good
charge of his new duties February 1. entry list gives promise of spirited
This announcement came from Trin- competitions in the fourth annual mididad, where Mr. Myers met Superin- winter lawn tennis tournament which
tendent Kurn yesterday, and is offi- will bo held on the courts of the
cial. Mr. Bristol is a well known and Pinehurst Country club
beginning
popular railway official and was in Monday, and Continuing through the
line for the promotion, as was rumor-or-o- week. The events will consist of wommixed
before the official announcement en's singles, men's singles,
was made today. He has been su- doubles, mea's doubles and women's
perintendent at Pueblo for several doubles-.- for midnluter sterling troyears and is said to be a man capable phies. Challenge cups, to be won
in every way for his new position. three years before thpy may be kept
Mr. Bristol, for many years, was a by any player, are also offered this
resident of Las Vegas, and held of3-- year for men's and women's singles.
Comey, lerc
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THE CHARGES
MADE AGAINST ACCUSED
JUDGE SPEER

AN EYE FOR THE FUTURE
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FAVORlTISfS

SATURDAY, JANUARY 24, 1914.

Macon, Ga., Jan. 24. Charges that
he had shown favoritism to E. H.
in cases InHayward, his
moved
Federal
Judge
fees,
volving
Emory Speer, under investigation here
committee, to
by a congressional
again interrupt the proceedings today.
Jumping to his feet, apparently forgetful of the ruling of the committee,
that he would not be perinitted to
speak in his own defense. Judge Speer
exclaimed:
"I have been defamed as no other
judge ever was defamed. I ask this
committee to see to it that all the
true acts are brought out, so that the
public may understand them." ;
R. Colton Lewis, special examiner
for the department of justice, testi
fied that he had read a list of bankruptcy cases in which fees had been
paid to A. H. Hayward or to the firm
of Talley and Hayward. The testimony was Introduced In connection
with the carges that Judge Speer had
show favoritism,. In 40 cases fees
had been paid either to Hayward or
Talley individually or to the firm.'
Lewis pointed out that Hayward is
of Judge Speer, and
the
that J. N. Talley, who was until
recently a law partner of Heyward,
was for many years' Judge Speer's
private secretary.
,

son-in-la-

son-in-la-

-

If a measure just introduced in

tle

Xew York state legislature is enacted
it will become unlawful for any grocery
store employe In the first class cities
to be permitted to work more than
70 hours a week or more than 11
hours a day except Saturday, on
which day he may work 15 hours In
order to eliminate work on Sunday.

CONTEST

Be wise.

BOYS BEAT SANTA FE, WHILE
GIRLS LOSE TO ANCIENT
CITY DAMSELS

The basketball games played at the
armory last night which the boys'
team of the Santa r--e and Las Vegas
High schools as opponents in the
main exhibition and the girls' aggregations of the two schools pitted
against each other in a preliminary
event, resulted in a victory for the
Meadow City boys by a score of
39 to lo', while the Capital City girls
were victorious to the tune of 9 to 8.
Both games were fast and interesting
to the spectators, who were
more
numerous than has even been seen before at a basketball game in Las

.

BEGIN GETTING

READY FOR THE BOUT
O'ROURKE AND MATTHEWS
GIN TRAINING FOR EVENT
ON FEBRUARY 3

BE-

Both Tommy O'Rourke and Pierce
Matthews, the boxers who will meet
in the Duncan opera house on the
night of February 3 for a
bout, started active training today,
and early this morning were seen
trotting out in the country in oppo
site directions on their regular morning jog., Both are anxious to win the
bout, and will take every precaution
to be in the best possible shape.
The fighters will train at training
quarters each afternoon, beginning today, and will continue until the night
of the battle. O'Rourke will train
at Cll Lincoln avenue each afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock, and Matthews will
conduct his training in the room over
the Pastime pool hall on the West
side

at

3:30 o'clock.

The Interest in the bout Is growing
and undoubtedly it will be witnessed
by a large audience.

'

'

VOLGAST GIVES RIVERS
BEATING IN THE RING
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TRUST CO.
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S114.000.00
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THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON
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Vegas.

The girls' game was one continual
fight during the entire,, two halves.
Both teams played a remarkable
game, In fact they were so closely
matched that the final score does not
show the victors' entire superiority
over the local team. Tse Santa Fe
girls showed signs cf hard practice
and their passing on the floor was excellent. The Las Vegas team greatly
surprised all present for it was
thought that the Santa Fe team would
easily i outclass the locals. The local
Highj jschool girls played their beat
game In the last half, when they made
five points against the three made by
Santa Fe. '
Miss DeSaix Evans played the star
game for the locals at shooting baskets, and made six out of the eight
points scored. The entire team played well, and Professor Rufus Mead,
the coach, is pleased With the showing

J

(

A

For the Santa Feans Miss Helen
Winters scored a big hit by making
six out of the n'ine scores. All other
players on her team played a strong
game, and team work was responsible
for the victory of the Santa Fe girls.
The first minute of the boys' game
displayed the fact that the Santa Fe
boys were not in the same class as
the local High school lads. The comparatively tiny forwards of the local
team scooted about the floor and
pushed the sphere in the basket at
almost regular intervals. At the end
of the first half the score stood 24 to
5 In favor of the locals and at the
end of the last half the score was 39
to 10. All members of the local team
played well and showed they had
practiced hard for the contest, al
though the matter of winning was a
joke for the lads.
For the Santa Fe boys' teajn the two
forwards played the best game and
the points were scored through pretty
throws.
A. E. Demarais of the V. M. C. A.
refereed the girls' game, while Fred
Weston of Santa Fe umpired. In tse
boys' contest Weston refereed, while
Demarais umpired. The decisions of
these officials were generally popular.
The scores made during the two
games were credited as follows: Santa
Fe girls' team Helen Winters 6, Alta
Sanford 3, total 9.
Las Vegas High school girls' team
DeSaix Evans G.Chelia Van Petten 2,

totals.
V.

l;

S

1

4

t

r
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Santa Fe boys' team
Friday 4,
'Lildns 6, total 10.
Las Vegas High school boys R.
Hart 15, E. Meloney 10, C. Stewart 14,
'
total 39.
were
the
fouls
Nine
charged
against
Milwaukee, Jan. 24. Ad Wolgast
of Cadillac, Mich., former lightweight Santa Fe girls, while 13 were put
down for the local girls' team. Eight
champion, had the bettep of Joo .Rivbout fouls were placed against the Santa
era of Los Angeles; in a
Fe boys, against the 18 made by the
here last night.
local
boys.
to
rne
the
From the tap of
gong
The
lineup of the teams is as folother
all
men
the
each
fought
end,
lows:
".,.1 I w
boxover the ring, with the Michigan
Santa Fe girls Forwards, Helen
er doing most of the leading. It was
Anna
this continued boring In and clever Winters, Alta Safford; centers,
ICaune
McB,r5de- - guards,
and
Evelyn
his
which
gave .Wolgast
infighting
second victory over the Calitornian. Consuelo Bergere and Stella killer.
Las Vegas girls Forwards, DeSaix
Wolgast gained a clear lead early
which Rivers was never able to over- Evans and Chella Van Petten; cencome. Wolgast had all the better of ters, Alice Connell and Elizabeth Par-nelguards, Nellie .Veils and Clara
the second, third, ninth and tenth
li ;
rounds, while Rivers had shades Tipton.
Santa
Fe
boys Forwards, Elmer
other
The
and
in the fourth
eighth.
Friday and Virgil Liking; center, Anrounds were even, .itRivers bled profusely throughout tonio Lucero, Jr.; guards, Eugene
the ten rounds. Wolgast split his op- Griffin and Fred Gerard.
Las Vegas boys Forwards, Edward
ponent's nose and mouth in the seccenter,
ond round and kept peppering away Meloney and Robert Hart;
Clifford Stewart; guards, Frank
at the bruises.
and Huflano Gallegos.
Twice during the fight, Wolgast
went to the floor by missing swings
and each time Rivers fell on top of FOR WESTERN SKATING TITLES
Ctdcasro. Jan. 24. Four outdoor
him. Once they wrestled with Referee
and
the
of
ring,
championships of the Western SkatStout in the middle
the
WCu
through
almost
ing association are to be decided at
Wolgast
Washington Park tomorrow, providing
ropes.
Wol east's ability to block and then the ice and weather conditions are
use both hands when, at close range favorable for the sport. The events
enabled him to score effectively. Riv- will be the one and two mile chamers showed to advantage at long pionships, half nillo for boys anfl one
raceThe South Slda
range, but be could not land often mile novice
has imuk the arran
club
the
to
boy.
defeat
Michigan
Skating
enough
for the competitions.
Both were hissed tor roufcli tactics.
CHAMPION
THE
SHOWS HE IS ABLE TO
"COME BACK"

BANK
PEOPLES
-

CAPITAL

.
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Gross, Kelly & Go.
Mccormick is

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

with Waldemar Holberg, the Danish
pugilist, for the, welterweight
of Australia. Holberg was
outclassed.

cfiam-pionshi- p

A DRUGGIST

OFTEN

ARSENIC

TESTIFIES

IN

&

I ''V
.

I

New York, Jan. 24. The market
Melbourne, Australia, Jan. 24. Tommy AfeCormick, the Australian pugil- closed ,weak. Speculative selling for
ist, was today given the verdict on a both accounts depressed stocks today.
foul in the sixth round of a match Initial losses were extended by in-

CONTAINED

'

It

winner

PRESCRIPTIONS

,.

"

in

Sole Agents

made.

BOXERS

;

Have some thought of your comfort later in life. Save your dollars and
deposit them in our bank at 4 Per Cent Interest

THE

H. H. MAJORS MURDER
TRIAL
Alamogordo, N. M., Jan. 24. F. C.
Rolland, an Alamogordo druggist, testified today in the case against H. H.
Majors, on trial under an indictment
charging that he caused the death of
his daughter, Eudora Majors, by pois-

that certain prescriptions he
had filled for the family contained arsenic. He identified the prescriptions.
Dr. A. A. Ross ot Lockport, Tex.,
testified that he haft known Mrs. lsa-beMajors, the present wife of the
defendant, since she was a child, and
declared that she often suffered from
symptoms such as those In the recent
Illness, when her nusband was
on a charge of administering
poison to her. He said wallpaper
often gave off poisonous dust, especially in a dry climate.' which might be
inhaled by a patient and cause serious
Illness and even death. He said he
had treated one case In his life in
which a bay was poisoned by sleeping in a room above an open bag of
white arsenic.
Professor R. F. Hare of the New
Mexico Agricultural College, testified
that,: following the death of Miss Eudora, (Majors, her father had seemed
greatly puzzled as to the cause of
her death and had had him take parts
of her body for an'aualysis to ascertain, if possible, what had caused her
demise. The case will not go to the
jury before next week.
oning,

y
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creased profit taking sales. Washing
ton reports that important developments in the Mexican situation were
expected soon, accelerated the selling
movement.
,
Weakness of Reading was due In a
measure to reports that Lake Shore
was selling its holdings of the stock.
Experiments on the short side were
orsuccessful in uncovering stop-los- s
ders, and many stocks weakened to
the extent of a point or more. Investment shares moved In contrast
with the remainder of the list. Bonds
were irregular. The last sales were:
t
74
Amalgamated Copper
.
,
Sugar
iosy2
Atchison
1115
Northern Pacific
170
Reading
Southern Pacific
97
Union Pacific
1S1
United States Steel.
64
United States Steel, pfd..,..
112

1
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t

(

r

i

''

1

I

I

ll
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CHICAGO BOARD OP TRADE

y:

.'Chicago, Jan. 24. Extreme cold
weather in Europe led to higher prices
today for wheat. The opening, which
varied from
off to a like advance,
was followed by a material advance
all around. The close was firm
to
V2 cent above last
night No important setback occurred and the close
was Bteady
to
cent net higher.
Corn
with' wheat
sympathized"
strength. Prices, after starting unchanged to
higher, scored a decided
gain.
In oats, the quotation changes were
chiefly up grade on account of the
prevailing) sentiment as to other
grain.
For the most part, transactions In
provisions varied1 from last night's
level to an advance of 10 cents. The
'
'
iL v
closing quotations were as follows:
.
7r-' "
k H
r.v
7
Wheat, May 94y8; July 89..
Corn, May 06; July 65..
Oats, May 39; July 39. r
i
Pork, May $21.82.
SPECIAL CARS FOR BABIES
Lard, May $11.30; July $11.40.
.
The Grind Canyon U a
BaHlettsviiie, Okla.V Jan. 24. The
Ribs, "May $11.75; July $11.
'
mile deep, miles wide and
newest' thing In lnterurban line impainted ia sunset hues.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
provements In Oklahoma is the placl '
A short and incxpe-- i ' i
4.
.Kansas City, Jan.
Hogs, re-- f
from main California line ot (
ing In service of a "baby special.''
Santa Fe. In a Pullman all te w..,
This car provides ample Space for ceipfs 1,000. Market C cent3 higher.
- i
1
EITotrif Boiel,r
the carrying of baby carriages. ' It is Bulk $8.108.40; heavy $8.308'4G; f
d'i
a
fitted in parlor car style and is de- packers, and butchers $S.!08.40; i i Harvey, provides bh-tljsl
mcditioiu.
signed especiaiy 'to give mothers and lights $7.938.23; pigs $S.757.50.
:
All yo'i would ke tu I,
I
babies the opportunity of enjoying car
Cattle, receipts 100. Market steady.
the Canyon is told in cnr tin ' ,
for it.
rides and to make trips to the picnic Prime fed steers $8.50t9.2S; dressed
"Titan of Cbasnw."
western
grounds in comfort. Facilities for heat- beef steers $7.40?i8.50:
D L. ! T ' r. ',',.'
,
ing are provided and a maid accom- stews $7ff8.E0; southern steers S3. 25
(4?R; coa $4.2."
$8. B0 7
panies each car.
7.50;
8.73; floil.era a d f" leis ?"S;
.11.
One of the largest single orders of bulls $". 1,0 .77.50; clv"j V.1, t tt
II ft XT'
groceries on record was given a Chi7.P
cago wholesale firm recently by the Lruv.bs $7.4
if
It I
Western Federation of Miners. The 6.90; vidhcn f'.L
'.'
pml f
order was for $00,000 worth or (: 5.33; Pi v '
staple groceries to be distributed 6.
amons the families of the striking
copper miners in the Calumet region.
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ASSScSSMENT NOTICE
E.'J.4.s Vog'aa. N. M, Jan. 6, 1314.
.':oi;co is hereby given that I. the
s'c;nod( deputy assessor, will be
at1 my office, 603 Lincoln avenue on
business days between the hours
it 8 a. m. and 6 p. m. (until Febru-r2Slh, 1914) for the purpose of receiving returns of all property, accord-in- s
to the provisions of Chapter S4,
Iaws of the Bt&te of New Mexico,
2913.
It Is made the duty of all persons to make a return of all property
they own, and those falling to do bo,
Within the time above specified, will
be assessed by me according to section 10 of said Chapter 84 of the
laws of the state of New Mexico for
tie year 3913, and a penalty of 25
per cent will be Imposed additional
by me, You are further notified that
3f any persoa shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his property, he shall be liable to a penalty
f 25 per cent upon the full amount ol
all taxes levied against hiin, and his
property, and shall also be deemed
guilty of perjury and punishable accordingly.
M. A. SANCHEZ, Assessor.

CHARLES

NOTICE,

II. STEWART,
Deputy Assessor.

STOCKHOLDERS
ING
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PAID IN
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J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

it

ID.

T. Hosklns, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't CaEjh.

INTEREST PAID

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

OT1T

n

ON TIME

CHAPMAN

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Meets every Monday night at
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
in 8 o'clock.
third Thursday
Visiting members are w
each month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pres
H
brothers cordially in dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. &
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. S. Van Baily, Treasurer.
ADVER-

II

COLUMN
I,,

DEPOSITS

RATES

TOR CLASSIFIED

Petten, Secretary.

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
GMPJTAL STOCK

-

-

C;

Q3O,0Q0.GO

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
WM. O. HATDON

.

.

K. W. KELLY.
D. T. HOSK1NS

.

i

MEET-

.
.

President
vice President
Treasurer

i

Wwi
I. O.

OPTIC

Sneffels, Col. A., 3. Walsh was
badly done up with rheumatism and
sent for Foley Kidney Pills which was
the only thing that would cure him.
Geo. Potter of Pontlac, Mo., was down
on his back with kidney and bladder
trouble and Foley Kidney Pills made
him well and able to work. It is a
splendid medicine and always helps.
Just try it O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Difference in Working Hours
A man's working day is 8 hours
Wasstcsi
His body organs must work perfect
ly 24 hours to keep him fit for 8 hours
work. Weala, sore, inactive kidneys WANTED Man who thoroughly un
can not do it They must be sound
derstands the merchant tailoring
and healthily active all the time. Fobusiness to take orders on the road
ley Kidney Pills will make them so.
a large Eastern house. Tichner
for
You cannot take them into your sys
& Jacob!, Rochester, N. Y.
tem without good results following.
O. G. Schaefer and ted Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
WANTED A man to take charge of
our business in Las Vegas and vicinity. Splendid proposition. Bond
Subscribe tor The Optic
required. Write Grand Union Tea
company, Colorado Springs, for particulars.
A

Good cook "at Las Vegas

hospital.
SALESMEN

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC

!

G

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All victim
brethren cordially Invited to atteu4
v. d. Fries, N. G.; Gug Lehman, V.
G,:
T. M. Elwood. Secretary: Karl Werti
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery
Trustee.

FOR RENT

rooms

Furnished
York's store.

at

u

over

ROOMS,

716

1....
3....
7....
9..,.

room; no health seekers.
Purple 6301.

Meet second and
Tuesday evening of each
month Elk' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

Depart

Phone Main

313.

f

f

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z "V. Montague,

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It '$ giving you

a present for do- ing something
you 'd do hny

Sixth street,

1011
M.

way when you
learn how Much

Thursday

BefferEMPRESS
FLOUR realb is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet

day of the month In the vestry roonu
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

m.

7

--

SILVER
FRENCH.

Invited.

FINISH

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

ATTOKNEY8

w

Las Vegas,

The National Sportsman

New Men

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

McClures

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

JONES-BOWER-

23
E. A.

Joints that ache., muscles that are
drawn or contracted should be treatSNOW LINI
ed with BALLARD'S
MENT.
It penetrates to the spot
where it is needed and relieves suffering. Price 25c, ,60c and $1.00 per
hottle.' Sold by Central Drug Co.
Adv

B-EIK-

1
1

I

j

S FILLS

STFII

V"

ALL GROCERS

be,
lb

ir

9f

.

!ha

.... .25o per 109 lb.
....30e per 109 Ik.
..40o per 151 Is.
MS0o per 1M Ik.

Each Delivery
Each Delivery

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Etorers, and Distributor of Natiral Ice, the Parity
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Laa Ves&a Famona.

i$M

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Years Practical Experience.
W W. BOWERS
JONES

Hotel Romalne
iMice Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

1

lb, to 200
Less than 50

CO

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
Jeneral Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, B'acial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

'

9

tamed in this city from

I

lb., or More, Each Dl very
lb., to 2,000 lb., Each Delivery
lb., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery

2,000
1,000
200
50

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
.
moderate prices
Boom 1, Center Block, Tel Main ll
East Las Vegas. New Mexico

The Woman's Home Companion

EMPRESS
can be o- -

RETAIL PRICES

HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunk
Attorneya-at-La-

a. m.
p. m.
p. m.

Silver Spoon
-i- you use

OF COLUMBU8, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
nished, 803 Jackson, corner Eighth - urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.

street

p. m.

1:35
6:40
4:30
7:00

This elegant Rogers'

fur

LARGE, airy room, comfortably

m.

m.
m.
m

For YOU f

fourth

Phone

.

m

m
Bound

1:10 p. m
6:35 a. m... ..
4:20" p. m
6:35 p. m.....

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable
neighborhood,
newly painted, pa- Love at Woodmen ol the World hall
pered, electric lights. Low rate on the second and fourth Mondays o
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
Fhone Purple" 5301.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman Montague,
Visitln
Local Deputy.
employed,
comfortable, furnished members are especially welcooe

Pay us $7.50-I- f you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the follow-in- g
magazines for one year:

m

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

Visiting brothers are cordially In
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Grand Greenclay, Secretary.

Academy.

FURNISHED
Avenue.

4. ...11:54 p.
8
2:25 a.
10.... 1:35 p.
West

Meets second ant
evening eacl
month at W. O. W. hall. Visltlnc
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

For Rent

Depart
7:45 p.
11:59 p.
2:30 a.
2:00 p.

m.....

7:20 p.

P. O. ELKS

B.

fourth

Apply

f.

2....

L. O. O. MOOSE

Sigel St., Chicago.

SISTERS of Loretto garden for rent,

-

Brinegar, H. P.;
Blood, Secretary,

WANTED
Residing in
or making small towns. Take orders on our special plan allowing
return of unsold goods. Makes
Assistant Deputy,
quick easy sales, $4 commission on
each order. Write for pocket out East Las Vegas, N.
fit today. Canfield Mfg. Co., 208

GAZINE PRACTICALLY

for nrm

A.

No.
O. No.
No.
No.

1.

.

NUMIER, MAIN

East Bound
Arrive

I

jjji

Interest PeJd On Deposits
For

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con-Lvocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic

WANTED

j

Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month at Woodmen hall. Visiting brothers cordially invited to attend. C. N. Douglas,
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary.

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- Estimate six ordinary word to a line.
fis Jlar conclave
Toes-J- r
No ad to occupy less space than two
day In each month at
All advertisement
lines
charged
at 1:19 9. m. G. H.
Temple
will be booked at space actually set
Kink el, S.
Cfcaa. Yamme,
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advinca preferred.
Ma-ao- ni

a

AND CAFE

,

Jor the transaction of euch other pleasant and safe to take. Try It For
business as mar come before the sale by all dealers. Adv.
CIIAS. ROGERS,
meeting.
Secretary.
January 1, 1914.
When You Are Bilious
stomach
Food ferments in your
when you are bilious. Quit eating
How to Break Up a Cad Cold
"
Geo. P. Pflung, of Hamburg, N. T., and take a full dose of Chamberlain's
says: "Chamberlaln'' Cough Remedy Tablets. They will clean out and
break up a. cold the quickest of strengthen your stomach and tomornv thine I have evr used." This row you will relish your txd again.

1

RESTAURANT

HORT ORDERS AN D RfcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

$100,000.00

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Agua Pura Company
of Las Vegas will be held in the office of the company at Las Vegas, N.
W January 26, 1914, at 3 o'clock p. remedy contains no opium or other The best ever for biliousness,
It Is most effectual and is sale by all dealers. Adv.
mi. for the election of directors and narcotic.

j
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CHAPTER II At the age of ten Fran-ffnimeets a stranger who is astonished
the boy tells him he may one day
S'len "marshal of France under another

m

CHAPTER III Francois demonstrates
nerve by climbing a lofty church
teeple. This deed Is witnessed by the
rtranger who marvels at the boy's irame-tMand asks him to visit him at
the Chateau.
CHAPTER TV Francois visits General
the Baron Gaspard Gourgaud, who with
lixe, his
daughter, lives
t the Chateau. A soldier of the Empire
ruler Napoleon he fires the boy's Imagination with stories of his campaigns
Mrith the emperor.
CHAPTER V Francois" father loses
Ida possessions In a game of chance.
CHAPTER VI The general offers
JTrancois a home at the Chateau. The
oy refuses to leave his parents, but In
the end becomes copyist for the general
nd learns of the friendship between the
reneral and Marquis Zappl, who campaigned with the General under Nupol-eo- a
PM

H

seven-year-o- ld

CHAPTER VII Marquis Zappl and
on, Pietro, arrive at the Chateau. The
general agrees td care for the Marquis'
on while the former goes to America.
CHAPTER
shows mark-f- a
attention to Marquis Zappl because
lie once saved the life nf tha
The Marquis before leaving for America
hks me Doy to De a friend of his son
Francois solemnly promises.
CHAPTER IX Francois goes to the
Chateau to live. Marquis Zappl dies
leaving Pietro as a ward to the general.
'.Alixe, Pietro and
Francois meet a
trang boy who proves to be Prince
jUtuU Napoleon. Francois saves his life.
CHAPTER X The general discovers
rrancols hives Alixe, and extracts promise from him that he will not Interfere
between the girl and Pietro.
VIII-Fran-

cois

pani

"CHAPTER XIV Francois

Is

a

pris-

oner of the Austrians for five years. In
he castle owned by Pietro in Italy. Ho
discovers In his guard one of Pletro's old
family servants and throueh him sends
word to his friends of his plight
CHAPTER XV The general. Alixe and
TMetro hear from Francois and
plan his
rescue.

'

CHAPTER XVI Francois as a guest
f the Austrian governor of the castle
prison Inspects the interior of the wine
sellar of the Zappls.
CHAPTER XVn Francois receives a
note from Pietro explaining In detail how
to escape from his prison. He starts and
reaches the wine cellar.
CHAPTER XI Francois
to Italy
as secretary to Pietro. He goes
has an Interview with Alixe before leaving anil nearly reveals his love for her.

r
.

een
CHAPTER
Horteuse plans
he escape of her son Louis Napoleon by
Hsrultlng him and Marquis Zappl as her
lackeys.
CHAPTER
takes Mar-ruZappl's place, who Is 111, In the
Dressed
scape of Hortense and Louis.
as Louis' brother Francois lures the
ustrians from the hotel allowing the
Prince and his mother to escape.
XII-Qu-

XIH-Fran-
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CHAPTER XVIII Francois
escapes
through a secret passage from the wine
cellar. AUxe awaits him on horseback
and leads him to his friends on board
the American sailing vessel, the "Lovely
Xucy."
CHAPTER XIX Francois, as guest of
Warry Hampton, on the "Lovely Lucy,"
iroes to America to manage Pietro's estate In Virginia.
CHAPTER XX Francois wins respect
nd admiration of the aristocratic southerners. He becomes a favorite In th
borne of the Hamptons.
CHAPTER 'XXI Lucy Hampton fall
In love with Francois and pleads with
liim for the story of Napoleon.
CHAPTER XXII Lucy Hampton hears
the story of how Napoleon knighted
"Francois,

tobe

changed"; and the little com
pany or men who were trying
large
a fate, scattered, with grave faces
with quiet good nights to the Prince
who might tomorrow be their'
to the Prince for whose sake

Trig

CHAPTER I Francois Beaupre, a
Iwajtant babe of three years, after an
urn lining Incident In which Marshal Ney
KMrurea, Is made a Chevalier of France
(fey the Emperor Napoleon, in the home
f the lad's parents in the village of
France, where the emperor had brief-(l- y
atopped to hold a council of war.
prophesied that the boy mlKht
ma day be a marshal of France under
another Bonaparte.
-

mi
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JfTTfl?

"You dtTnbt think I nJstakeTier
mistake Alixe!"
Prince Louis saw the dawning of
consternation. Rapidly he considered.
Was it well to take away a man's happiness and courage just before a fight?
He remembered some words of Fran
cois spoken three years before, words
whose dramatic bareness had struck
him. "When a knight of the old time
went into battle," the young man had
said, "he wore on his helmet the badge
of his lady, and the thought of- her In
his heart.' A man fights better so."
Very well. This blind knight should
have his letter, with the meaning he
had read into it, for his lady's badge,
and he should fight tomorrow with the
thought of her in his heart. The letter suggested another meaning to so
phisticated Louis Bonaparte, but there
is no need to hasten the feet of
The resonant French voice
spoke at last in an unused accent of
cordiality and the Prince lied, with
ungrudging graciousness.
"Mistaken, my Francois! Not at all.
The little billet-doubreathes love for
out;

TPVCMT--

'kfl 1WvJi

m
AimO? "J

K

ti

,

without He third, my Prince, the"first t
two being his." He shivered again
"Is the night raw? It is as if I were in
a grave, this coldness, he said, look
ing about with a disturbed gaze, "yet
my life is

jut beginning."

The Prince rose and tossed his cigar
to the fireplace.
It is simply that you
are tired, Francois," he said In the
tranquil tones which no peril disturbed. "The nerves of us all are
stretched and yours are the finest
strung. Go to bed, and at daylight you
will be warm enough, with the work
that awaits us. Sleep well good
night, my friend."
Later, in the darkness of his cham
ber, Prince Louis lay awake, his Imag
ination filled with the man whose dra
matic personality appealed to him as
few had ever done. He thought of his
own life, according to his lights not a
bad life, radically etrong and radically
gentle, yet complicated, abnormal from
its start, with many shadows and
many stains; then of the crystal clear
ness. of this other's, with his three
wishes In which he trusted as simply
as a child would trust to the fairies. A
smile almost tender stole across the
mask-likfeatures In the dark. "There
is no doubt but the girl will marry the
"Yet I am
marquis," he reflected.
glad I left him his hope and his happi
ness." A vision of Francois" beatified
look rose before him.
"A man fights better so," the Prince
murmured aloud, and, his own sadness
forgotten In another man's Joy,- he fell
asleep.

n

ols
CHAPTER
tells Lucy
Hampton of his undying love for Alixe,
CHAPTER XXVII-Franc- ois
return!
to his home In France. He tells Alixe
is
In
life
Pielove
one
wish
that
she
his
tro. He joins the political plotters, his
is
he
and
forced
return
to
fails
health
to America.
XXVI-Franc-

'CHAPTER

XXVIII-Napol-

eon

sum-rtno-

Francois to London to aid him in
his plots to gain the French throne. Lucy
Hampton weds her cousin.
CHAPTER XXIX Francois becomes
Napoleon's "Bright shadow" In London.
CHAPTER XXX Pietro proposes to
Alixe and is accepted.
They plan a letter to Francois telling him his wish is
granted.
(Continued From Yesterday.)

CHAPTER

XXXI.

The Night Before.
Oot In the dark, in the harbor oi
(Boulogne, the ship Edinburgh Castle
ilay rocking in the wind. Prince Louie
'.Bonaparte, who had chartered her, and
the handful of his followers who had
sailed with him on her from England
bad disembarked quietly at twilight
and in small companies had succeeded
In entering the town and the
quarters
or the olhcers who were, in France,
jthe nucleus and the hope of their at
'tempt. In the, rooms of Lieutenant
Aladenize, the host of the Prince, a
short council bad been held to go ovei
ionco more the plans which had been
discussed and nettled by letter foi
'weeks already. The work was
arranged; there was almost noth
care-Ifull-

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

they might tomorrow night be any or
all ruined men or dead men.
He sat erect and listened. Thelln
was Drusning clothes with
energy in
the bedroom, and through another dooi
there came a light sound of a
papei
turned, of a gay song sung softly. And
a glow suddenly warmed the Prlnce'e
heart; here was some one who had
known hie mother, who had been, indeed, for a few days her son; here
was some one who cared for
him, he
believed it, with a
flame of devotion.
Since the man's
arrival from Virginia six weeks before
to have him near himself had been a
pleasure to Louis Bonaparte; he
seemed to bring back the freshness
of hie early days, of the young confl
dence when his star shone for him.
distant perhaps, but undimmed by the
(To be Continued Monday)
black clouds which drove now across
it. He was a bit superstitious about
Francois as well, with an idea, which
Chronic Indigestion Permanently
;
he spoke to no one, that a pivotal inCured
terest of his career rested In the modwrites S. E. Car"Six
ago,"
years
est figure.
N. Y., "I was in
East
Aurora,
penter,
He rose, this night In Boulogne, as
very bad shape suffering from Indithe paper rustled and the little French
gestion, could not eat solid food, when
provincial chanson sounded from the
room where Francois Beaupre, now
a friend advised me to try Chamberhis secretary, had been installed, and
lain's Tablets. I found such relief
stepped to the closed door.
from one box that I continued using
"De tous cote's Ton que Je suis "Soldiers! The Honor of Beginning
them until cured, and though six years
a New Empire Shall Be Yours!"
bete."
have elapsed I have not felt the
Francois sang softly. The Prince
in each line there is no question !
you
slightest return of, my former trousmiled. As he opened the door the
But, mon ami, you have not finished
singing stopped; the young man your story." So Francois explained ble." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
sprang respectfully to his feet, a let- about the letter left with Lucy Hampter grasped In his hand, and stood ton and its premature
COMMODORE 60 YEARS OLD
sending. "That
waiting.
New York, Jan. 24 Commodore E.
now she knows now
her
reached
has
"Sire!" he said'.
that I love her, she knows what has j C. Benedict, for many years a leadin?
Prince Louis flung out fits hand with
been my lifelong wish she has figure in financial and yachting cir
a gesture of impulsiveness strange to really
hurried this," and his hand crushed cles in New York, reached his eigh
his controlled manner, yet not out of ithe
note tenderly "she hap hurried
drawing to those who knew him well. Ithis to me before the fight that I tieth birthday anniversary today. He
few
"Ah, Francois," he cried. "Let the
know her love also that I expects to live to enjoy quite a
titles go for tonight Say, "Louis, as might
of
as
members
the
more
birthdays,,
better
for
Prince
you, my
on that day when we first saw each I might fight
Louis with that joy In my heart." his family for several generations
other; when the four children played Prince Louis, his head thrown back, have lived to an averages of 85 years.
together In the old chateau ruins. And ;his expressionless eyes watching the Mr.
Benedict spends the greater part
Francois smiled his radiant exquisite
of smoke which he puffed from of the year, when he is not aboard
rings
smile and answered quietly. "But yes
jhis mouth ring after ring, mounting his
And went on, "1 in dream-likmy brother-'-Loui- s."
yacht, at his home in Greenwich,
procession to the low
believe I shall not sleep tonight, Louis
considered again. Somewhere Conn. He has been more or less
ceiling,
I believe I am too happy to sleep."
r
'in the chain of events of this
closely connected with, the banking
As one reads a novel for relaxation
his keen practical sense felt a and- - brokerage business in this city
link that did not fit a link forced into since 1S50, when he uecame a clerk
mm
connection. Vaguely he discerned how in a stock brokers office. Seven
In the Strain of a critical business afIt was something had happened to years later he embarked in business
fair, Prince Louis caught at the, dis- the Virginian letter there had been for himself.' He originated the Gold V.
traction of this side issue. The next a confusion somewhere. To him the
bank, which grew out of
morning was planned to the last de four words of Allxe's postscript were Exchange
during and after the
speculation
gold
do
till
to
was
day finaL "Pietro sends his love." A subnothing
tail; there
later yeara he made
in
civil
and
war,
light, yet he could not sleep at pres- conscious
made him certain
of gaa ctocks his spe
ent. Here was a romance of some that Pietroreasoning
the
handling
would not have come into
was long a
sort. He sank back on the cushions such a
letter if it had been indeed a cialty. Mr. Benedict
of the coach of Lieutenant Aladenize's
Grover Cleve
of
friend
close
of
personal
lines
that the three
smoking room and put his feet up lux- writing Just before the battle could land.
uriously, and slowly lighted a cigar not have held another man's name, if
of Havana.
they had been written to the man
Colds to be Taken Seriously
"Tell me." he ordered, and the gen whom
she loved. Very dimly, very
Intelligent people realize that com
tleness of appeal wae in the order.
surely the Prince concluded these mon colds should be treated promptly.
"Sire" the young man began ana things; and then he lowered his cigar, If there is sneezing and chillinesB
said.
he
himself.
corrected
"Louis,"
and his gray dull eyes came down with hoarseness, tickling throat and
The Prince smiled dimly. "Since our from the ceiling and rested, kindly on coughing, begin promptly the use of
landing I have known that a wonder the radiant face. "You are right, my Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. It
ful thing has happened to me. It is
friend. It was an exquisite thought of is effective, pleasant to take, checks
wnicn
he SDOke lower "It Is the love of the your lady-lov- e
to put this other weap- a cold, and stops theandcougn
lowers the
of Bleep
causes
loss
woman who is to me the only one in on, this
into
of
happiness
bright sword
vital resistance. O. G. Schaefer ana
the world."
your hand, to fight with tomorrow.
Adv.
"I congratulate you, mon ami," Louis Mon Dieu, we will reward her by send- Red Cross Drug Store.
the
said gently. "Is it by any chance
ing her back a Marshal's baton by
HERO TO HAVE MEMORIAL
delightful little Mademoiselle Alixe of you; a Marshal's baton tomorrow,
La., Jan. 24. A shaft
Patterson,
the old chateau?"
Francois! How would it sound, par
a
credit to the memory
do
was
He
would
that
Beaupre turned scarlet.
exampl, to say 'Madame la
marvelous man, this Prince Louis.
of a soldier of renown la soon to be
How had he Kuessed? "She loves me
The light from Francois' eyes was erected by the citizens of this place
I have here a letter in which she like a
over the grave of Eli Bergeren, a pool"
lamp.
tells me that she loves me. Will his
Prince Sire there are three wood chopper. The memoriaMs to
"My
Highness read it?" With aa impetu- things I have desired all my life, all commemorate Bergeren's heroic- act
ous sten forward he held the paper
great thingB, but of them that one
in deliberately sacrificing his own life
toward Louis Napoleon.
the baton of a Marshal is the least
to save that of his four-yea- r
"I thank you," the Princi said grave- If I
win her love I have said; in an effort
might
old daughter. The child, in its
ly. He read:
if I might help put you in Napoleon's
all
wished
have
"Francois, what you
place and shout 'Vive l'Empereur' for play, had wandered out of the yard
near the
your lite is true. The good fairies you on the throne of France; ' if I and onto the railroad track
.
it j
have granted one of your wishes be- might fulfill the Emperor's prophecy house. As the New urieans nnmeu
fore the battle. That they will give and be not a 'Marshal some day' any was
the
town,
the
through
rushing
I
you the other two on the day of the longer but a Marshal of your empire
between I
his
sitting
saw
baby
father
battle is the belief of your
it is asking much of one lifetime, above
the
with
rails"
gleefully
playing
"ALIXE."
all for a man born a peasant, is it the
formed the ballast of tho
And below was written hurriedly, not? Yet of those three wishes one shells that
road bed. He saw that there was no
wonderful fulfillment has come
"Pietro sends his love."
he gripped his letter closer "and chance for him to grab the child and
The Prince gave back the letter with
a respectful hand; then looked at one, I believe tomorrow brings. Be- get out of the way, bo he Jumped v.
"'What you fore tomorrow night" his great eyes ahead of the crushing engine aurt alFrancois inquiringly
have wished all your life,' mon ami?" were lifted toward the ceiling of the most succeeded in hurling the little V
Francois laughed happily. "One must room, and in them was the rapt look
The cylinder head, Howin the one clear.
explain, if it will not tire his High- of the child of the
and' killed the child as
struck
look
a
ever,
a
ness." And he told, In a few words, Jura, a look of seer of visions,
hurled
the father, mangled
tad that caught at the Prince's nerves, and the 'pilot
of that day when hie
fdven wav and how. when his guard made him draw a breath quickly. and lifeless, CO feet aawy. Father and
was down and he was on the point of "Something above myself tells me," child were buried in the same coffin.
telling his lifelong secret love, some Francois paid slowly, and the worda
spirit of perversity but Francois did came with a languid power, as if his
How's This?
not know it was an sngel had caught personality were a medium, "that be
Hundred Dollars
One
offer
We
who
officers
of
him
Alixe, and she hfcd 'accused
fore tomorrow night the
case of Catarrh that
any
for
Emwishing always that she might love stand about you shall bail you
ILot be cured by Hall's Ca'.arrb
Pietro. And how, meshed in that same peror over the body of a man who lies CU
O.
net of hurt recklessness, he had an- before you."
F J CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
known
swered la her own manner "Yes," he
In the silence, the Prince's watch
have
undersigned,
We the
' A
had said, "it was that which had been could bo heard ticking. Francois shiv- v t
for the last 15 years, and
pi,m
all
in
i
honorable
the wish of his lifethat Alixe might ered violently.
believe him perfectly
love Pietro!" And Francois laughed
"Uf;h!" he said, his teeth chattering. business transactions anu nnancim gaily, telling the simple entanglement "It elves me a 'crise de nerfs,' that able to carry
"j
to tho Prince, the night before the trick of vision-seeinI do not like midn bv his firm.
COMMERCE.
BANK
OF
battle. "One sees how she is quick It, and yet at times it seizes me. Why JTIONL
Toledo, O
my Alixe," he said. should it come to a man happy as
and
Is taken internal-lv- ,
Cure
Catarrh
was
even
well
it
THll's
then
knew
she
"For
ant a man who has dared asX three
the Mood and
acting direct!"orumm
not that I wished." Ho stopped, for enormous wishes of tho good fairies;
use
ymvin.
surfaces
rmieo'is
in the quiet contained look of the who holds one of them in his hand"
sent free, men i cents
listener an intangible something struck ha lifted the letter "who sock another
by all drwvgipta.
,;;..n!oHfU'sSold
sensia chill to his delicately-poisein easy reach, and whr," he BmiN'cj
Pills for constl
Fate
Take
Louis
la
I"lii ericj brilliantly, "who will io well, couleul
it,
tiveness,. "What
patlon. Au"
x
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CHAPTER Xxm Prince Louis
in America become the guest ol
the Hamptons.
meets
XXIV Napoleon
CHAPTER
Francois at the Hamptons. Francois as.
sures the Prince of his Intense loyalty to
him and his cause.
"CHAPTER XXV-Lu- cy
Hampton
her love for Francois after the latter saves the life of Harry Hampton and
Is himself Injured In the effort
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Light automobile- - lamps
o'clock this evening.

at

St. Paul's choir will meet for rehearsal at the church toni0bt at 7:15
o'clock. A full and prompt attendance
is requested.

Their Wee is richer than wine.

Their sweetness has the delicate,, zest fill flavor which only 1 Just arrived, new spring styles in
millinery. See my window. 609 Sixth
comes to an orange thatipens slowly on its sunny bough, durstreet, East Las Vegas. Mrs. L. P.
Wright. Adv.
ing warm golden days.
They are the finest oranges grown in the world,

$L30

By the Hall Box

BIUDGE STREET

"THE RESTLESS SPIRIT"
(3

25G to GOq

Stearns ...Store

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rya, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Next Thursday at the Elks' club
house will occur the dance that was
The basketball teams are working
The Ladies' Guild of St Paul's
week. The affair doubt- hard and getting into shape for- the
this
postponed
church will meet on Tuesday at 2:30 less be
full of pleasure. A large at- games with the High school Friday
o'clock with Mrs. E. N. Kearney, 1203 tendance is
expected.
night. No matter which side wins,
Sixth street
these promise to be ciosely contested
"The Ancient Order of Good Fel- events.
A marriage license was issued this
lows," drama, epecdar Vitagraph feat
morning at the court house to Pablo ure in two parts. An ideal Christmas
The annual board is working hard
Atencio, aged 19, and Canuta Varela,
story. Ordered especially for this oc collecting material for this year's
aged 18, both of San Pablo.
casion. Also a
comedy, "Southwest Wind." From the appear"Flaming Hearts," featuring John ance of things, this year's annual
Mr. and Mrs. It. F. Johnson have
Bunny, Kate Price and Hughie Mack. will far surpass anything that has
rented the Levy residence on Seventh (iNuf
At tht'-- Browne theater been published beforo.
ced.)
street, and will reside there. - They Thursday
night,
January 29. Episcopal
expect to move into the residence next entertainment. Adv.
The students
'
j?1 preparing
'.'
....
week. .,
for the exercises W bo Tield in the
Las Vegas friends of Romaine
S'tjapel on Lincoln's hlrthday, when the
All the members of St. Paul's conhave received letters from aim, Las Vegaa post of the Grand Army of
gregation are urged to be at church giving an outline of the work that he the
Republic will be guests of honor.
tomorrow, patronal feast day, to hear has
mapped out for the remainder of
the pastoral letter from the house of the winter.
If Mr. Ffelding produces
The junior class met Monday evenbishops.
as many pictures as he has planned ing and elected their officers for the
elected
upon, he will be kept mighty busy. coming year. The officers
'
There will be two shows, first one
Reports that he has left the Luhin were as follows:
President, Le Roy
starts prompt 7 o'clock and second Motion Picture
Manufacturing Co- Brown; vice president, Ethel Harper;
one at 8:20, on January 29 at the
mpanyare declared untrue.
secretary, Frank Roberts; treasurer,
Browne theater. Episcopal entertainGladys McVay; editor, Frank Landau;
ment. Adv.
MA LOOP'S COMMUNICATION,
class sponsor, O. L. Hargrove.
The Optic has received the followDue to delay on the coast lines of
The Honorable Filadelfo Baca, asing communication from Obaia
the Santa Fe Railway company train
sistant superintendent of public inNo. 10 will not arrive in Las Vegas Editor
Optic:
struction, was a visitor at the Normal
until this evening. The cause of the
There have been two attempts in yesterday afternoon.
i(j
delay is not known, A stub train was the last two weeks to burn the frame
run from Albuquerque this morning,
The musical comedy to be present
buildings on the Bouth side of Bridge
and reached Las Vegas on time.
street owned by me and formerly oc- ed by the glee club will be given some
cupied by II, 0. Brown as a feed and time in April. On account of conA fire alarm was turned in this aftgrain store. I understand a report
engagements, it was necesernoon about 2 o'clock from the El has been circulated that I or some flictingto
postpone it until so late in
sary
Dorado hotel, but the fire proved to member of. my
family tried to start the year.
be only a small blaze Sn one of the the fire. I wish to state that this is
rooms of the hotel, which was extin- a lie circulated ;to
injure me in my
The entire glee club will sing Mon
guished by the proprietor. Both de- business.
day night when the dedication serv- partments responded to the alarm.
As a matter of fact, there was no ces for Mr. Ilfeld's and the class of
insurance on the 'buddings at the 1913's gifts to the Normal will be
C. P. Hammond today announced
time the attempts were made to burn held. Only a small part of the club
that the loss from the fire which
them, which can be proved, and it went to Albuquerque, and Monday
his residence at Komeroville was only yesterday that I had, the
night will be the first time the entire
Thursday night amounted to about building covered by insurance for my club has appeared in public.
" "
$3,000.
It was thought at first that protection.
the loss would be $6,000, but investiI trust you will give this letter
The commercial department Is do
gation proved the total to be $3,000.
space in your columns.
ing excellent work and by graduation
Yours truly,
a large number of competent, stenoFriday night at the armory the big
OBAID MALOOF.
graphers will be turned out.
basketball game of the season will
be played, when the Normal UniverThe Trigonlan Literary society
sity basketball teams will meet the EIIKICI1
INTO held its regular weekly meeting Wedgirls' and boys' teams of the High
nesday morning. Thetoplc of "Travschool. The game is causing considerwas discussed
el in the Next
PLATE GLASS BOOR by the society, Century"
able Snterest, and a large attendance
with Carl Ehrich as
is expected.
Reader. The society will have an ini
tiation of new members some time in
The committee in charge of the HE IS PAINFULLY CUT A3 THE the near future.
RESULT OF AN ACCIDENT
Elks' minstrel show requests all those
AT THE "Y"
persons who expect to take part in
The two reliefs by Burne Jones,
the production to meet at the club
copied from the altar at Florence,
This morning at the Y. M. C. A.
house Monday evening at 8 o'clock.
'Boys Singing from Book," and "Boys
an accident which is the secoccurred
Regular rehearsals will begin next
from Scroll," have arrived
Singing
week, and it is necessary for the di ond of its kind to take place at the and are being placed on the walls of
rectress, Mrs. Charles Kohn, to k,now building and, like its predecessor, was the chapel preparatory to their dedithe result of a boyish prank, when cation Monday
just who to depend upon.
night. The presentaCarl Ehrich crashed through the glass tion speech will he made by Bliss
Don't forget the date, Thursday, door at the entrance of the edifice, Mary Hays of the class of 1913.
January 29, Episcopal entertainment while chasing another youth out of
at the Browne theater. Special pro- tho institution. As a result of the
On Thursday and Friday of this
gram of pictures. The Misses Lucy Collision with the plate glass door week the mid-terexaminations were
and Marie Clements in a duet, Miss Ehrick received - numerous serious held. Many of the students feared
Cluxton, piano solo and Mrs. Erie cuts on the face and hands.
them, but examinations are over unEhrich was chasing John Reed from til the term-enChoate, solo accompanied hy Mrs.
quizzes in March.
Each one qf the above the building and as Reed passed' out
O'Malley.
worth more than the price of admis of the door he slammed it with such
slon. Adv.
force that when Ehrich reached it on STATE ENGINEER WILL
a flying jump from the head of the
As weather conditions have been staris he crashed into the glass. His
WEEK
BE
excellent during the past week clear wrist was cut deeply. Ehrich was
skies and warm temperatures are ex rushed to a doctor where the flow of
pected tomorrow. Undoubtedly many blood was checked and his wrist and
HE WILL VISIT MORA TO AROUSE
people will make trips into the moun other cuts bandaged.
ROAD IMPROVEMENT
tains. The warm weather to a certain
An accident similar to tills one ia
degree has spoiled the skating in the every way occurred about two years
Gallinaa canyon, but as soon as a cold ago when Charles Dougherty crashed
.
French of
State Engineer James-ABpfe11 comes tne lce w'tt ke in
shape through the glas3 wnlle chasing anto
visit Las
is
Santa Fe
expected
for this sport again,
other lad. Dougherty received injuries
next week, and, with members
which were serious, and narrowly es- Vegas
of 'the 'local road commission, will
A number of property owners of
caped losing the sigSt of one of his make a
trip to Mora for the purpose
the West side met yesterday after eyes.
of arousing the spirit of good roads
noon at the court house to talk over
Secretary LeNoir has warned the
the paving program for this year. youths who are in the habit of rush- among the citizens and the road board
French nas not
Mayor Delgado presided at the meeting, ing in and out the building at a furi- of Mora county;
stated just what, day he will arrive
which was well attended. The meet- ous
speed, but evidently they have
ing favored the putting down of as taken little heed. In addition to the here.
The value of good roads is shown
much paving as possible. It i3 likely doctor bills which will fall
upon the
that tho streets surrounding the Plaza two boys who were connected with effectively by the fact that since the
has
park will be paved, as well as Bridge the accident this morning, they will Mora road in San Miguel county
in good condition, more
been
placed
ptreet.
be forced to pay the cost of a new
freighters from Mora county bring
plate gla'iss.
their products to Las Vegas than they
Ludwig W. Ilfeld has just received
do to Watrous, which formerly receivfrom Romaine Fielding a large numed a large amount of Mora business.
ber of the "still" pictures from "The
POLK GETS A JOB
New York, Jan. 24. Frank L. polk, The improved Mora road is a big busGolden God," the bit; production made
here last fall by the Lubin Motion a
of President Polk, was iness asset to La.s Vegas.
The recent efforts of the San
Picture Manufacturing company. Mr. appointed corporation counsel by
Iifdd has placed the pictures on ex- Mayor Mitchel today. The position
county road commission to repair
hibition in bis store window on Bridge pays $13,000 a year. Mr. Polk is. 43 the road to Mora are directly responsible for the increase in the
street.. "Tho Golden Cod" has been years old and a Yale graduate.
freighting traffic. The commission, at
pronounced by critics to be a wondertb beginning, when it started work
ful picture.
It will be released in
labor
Detroit Is to have a $100,000
to place all the roads iu the county in
the near future.
temple.

DAVAJO QLMKETS
ts 'hi 'U

As
Direct from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll

Six hundred and fifteen dollars is the new price
of the Ford F. O. B. Las Vegas complete with
equipment. Get catalog and particulars from

LAS VEGAS FORD SALES CO.

aret

Jefferson Raynolds, President
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
JS. B. Davis, Vice President.
HalJct Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erle'Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

;

.

'

-

prices.
?

car.

In gusty Fall thru Winter's
snow in balmy Spring or
sunny Summer the Ford
serves its owner equally well.
It's the one car on the job
every day of the year.

NORMAL NOTES
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It's the

REELS) VICTOR.

-

C2C9

the Dozen

By

1

MUTUAL MOVIES

5:49

Try ft dram of Old Taylor Bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

They have that delicious tariff or struck that makes you want
more.
v..

Buy Them by the Box

PROGRAM TONIGHT
AT THE

Ripened

ce

,

LOCAL NEWS

SATURDAY, JANUARY 24, 1914.

'.v

FIRST NATIONAL BANE

Ma-loo- f:

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate-cabe purchased for home use orgifts.

HMD

CHARLES

New Mexico Largest

n

COMPANY

Wholesalers

AUTOS FOR HIRE
can now furnish a.utomobiles for
hire at any time needed. The best of
I

service with reasonable prices.

PUK

f

UBBARD

TP?

II

&ent

Overland Automobiles

-

Phone Main 397

417

Railroad Ave

i

i

-

All Hands Arc

Eader
tafiMHlM

for another? sack of Our
Pride flour once they have
tried it. If there were only
one sack left to be had there
would be a mighty struggle
to obtain it. But there are
plenty, so order one y
for yourself just to learn
what a perfect flour Is.

d

to-da-

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILLS

HEREjXT

8?c
m

THE DAY OF SPECIALIST
When you want the services o( a medical expert you
don't go to the coal man-W- hen

you want Groceries, Meats or Bakery Goods you
'
don't go to the foundry
You

rj

to tlie ei an who

knowsthe man

who

can.

"'

deliver the goods

AR.E'

WE

GF.OCERS,

specialists

DUTCH EES 'AND

BAKERS

'

--

great-nephe-

;..t. til

t k.ii

i,:
C

I'.

i
'

i

c

Will

U

in mi u eve:;yt:;:;j
;

Low

l

Aii

Mi-gu-

ili.u tai

f.r

i'

(ilUilL
eataele

e O

Jity Goods

OF LAS VEGAS. N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

Interest Paid

ess Tim

of service

Hcpssiia

TIHFfi MM TI!R s1

n

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

n

ALL WORK

DONE AT GUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FCR ITS FEIiFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
the best possible ehape, realized the
benefit that might bo derived from a
fast roadway to Mora county. The
freighters, say that they can make better time over the road to Las Vegas

cards which the class uses are th
work of great artists.
The Ladies' Aid society met TbursT
day afternoon with Mrs. W. E. East-- j
man for work. Eighteen members!-wer- e
than to Watrous, although the distance
present. In the near future, an
Is considerably greater.
oyster supper will be given by tha
Ladles' Aid and the advisory board.
CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES
Tha ladies plan to meet next week
The official board of the First Chris-tio- n with Mrs.
Peter Olson.
church has changed the method
of receiving offerings. Instead of
passing the money plates In front of PUBLIC E1EETI1 AT
those attending the services, a money
box has been placed near the door.
THE I1ILSITE SCHOOL
Members and those wishing to con
tribute are asked to put their envelopes and loose offerings in the box. DR. ROBERTS AND DEAN FRANK
This method is only an experiment.
CARROON WILL BE SPEAK- The church is anxious for Its success,
ERS TONIGHT
that none may feel embarrassed who
are unable to contribute to the supThis evening at the Ililslte school
port of. the church. The method saves school house, on the mesa east or Las
time; in the service. The change was Vegas, there will be a public meeting
made'' last Sunday when.- the experi- which will be addressed by Dr. Tank
n
ment worked well.
H. H. Fvoberts and Dean Frank
Mexico
New
Unithe
of
Normal
will
"Bolenge"
be the subject of
the discourse Sunday mornina, "I am versity. This meeting will begin at
Debtor," will be the' 'theme1 of the 8 o'clock and" will be attended by a
pastor In the evening. The ' pastor number of Las Vegans, in addition to
spoke to a large attendance last Sun- the residents of Hilsite,
Dr. Roberts will address the meetday morning and evening.' In fact,
it was difficult to find good seats for ing on the subject of "Sex Fedacogy,"
all in the evening. The ushers will a subject of deep interest, and which
mako provision that all n
"'it doubtless will be well received. Dean
t iroon will speak along similar
ed comfortably in thu fn'.u
lines. Following the meeting there
The teachers of th
- will be a shorts ocial session,
t" '
have pledged them
The trip to "Hilsite will be made in
tfmdance promptly at 9:40 a. m., jnt
five mlnulea before the Sunday school automobiles, and several will go, ac- boirins. The work, and equipment of cording to the present plan. The
is short, and the evening doubt-- I
the
department is of. a
picture Jess will prove enjoyable.
high standard. Tbe lar?a

'

Car-roo-

1

t-

dis-jtan-

rs'

